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STELLINGEN

1. De door Mizushima-Sugano et al. berekende waarde voor de

flexibiliteit van uit tubuline bestaande microbuisjes is

gezien het selectieve karakter van de gebruikte preparatie

methode niet zonder meer maatgevend voor de flexibiliteit in

oplossing.

J.Mizushima-Sugano, T.Maeda and T.Miki-Noumura,

Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, 755,257(1983)

2. De conclusie van Leung et al., dat het oud worden van brood

resulteert in een afname van de watermobiliteit welke niet

kan worden toegeschreven aan een afname van het watergehalte,

is dubieus.

H.K.Leung, J.A.Magnuson and B.L.Bruinsma,

Journal of Food Science, 48,95(1983)

3. Perkins et al. gebruiken ten onrechte een rotatie-correlatie-

tijd berekend uit de macroscopische viscositeit van de

oplossing, als maat voor de rotatie-correlatietijd welke

samenhangt met D-loodrecht van de axiale rotatie-diffusie-

tensor van het aan ijzerporfyrine gecomplexeerde "CO. J

T.Perkins, J.D.Satterlee and J.H.Richards,

J.Am.Chem.Soc, 105,1350(1983)

4. De aanname in het model van Rao, dat na een terreinovergang

de relatieve vochtigheid aan het aardoppervlak constant is,

kan aanleiding geven tot niet-realistische oplossingen voor

het gedrag van waterdamp aan het aardoppervlak.

K.S.Rao, J.C.Wyngaard and O.R.Coté,

Boundary Layer Meteorology, T_,Z2l{1914)

5. Het buiten beschouwing laten van rotatie-diffusiebijdragen in

de relaxatie van de gebonden waterfractie aan kankerweefsels,

is gezien de door Escanye et al. geschatte grootte vari de

translatie-correlatietijd onjuist.

J.M.Escanye, D.Canet and J.Robert,

Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, 721,305(1982)



6. Het bi-exponentiële gedrag van ^Na in micellaire

oplossingen van polyoxyethyleenoleylether is eenvoudiger te

verklaren op grond van de theoretische bi-exponentialiteit

van ^^Na buiten de "extreme narrowing" limiet dan met

behulp van de door Monoi en Uedaira gesuggereerde twee-fasen

modellen.

H.Monoi and H.Uedaira,

Journal of Magnetic Resonance, 38,119(1980)

7. In tegenstelling tot de huidige trend om industriële

bescherming van software te regelen via het auteursrecht,

is een vorm van bescherming via sui generis wetgeving

naar analogie van modelbescherming meer op zijn plaats.

8. De discussie rond euthanasie zou aan helderheid winnen door

invoering van het woord kakothanasie.

9. Ter vereenvoudiging van samenwerking tussen industrie en

universitaire instellingen is het gewenst dat de

arbeidsverhouding tussen universiteit en hoogleraar op

dezelfde wijze wordt geregeld als bij het overige

wetenschappelijk personeel. J

10. Het zou de verkeersveiligheid bij kruisingen meer bevorderen

indien fietsers de verplichting zouden hebben om aan te

geven, dat zij rechtdoor gaan, dan de huidige verplichting

om aan te geven, dat zij rechtsaf slaan.

11. De in ISO-norm 2631 genoemde "vibration exposure limit" is

niet zonder meer bruikbaar als veilige bovengrens voor het

voorkomen van nadelige effecten op de gezondheid bij

langdurige blootstelling aan lichaamstrillingen.

ISO 2631-1978 (ed 2),"Guide for the evaluation of human

exposure to whole-body vibration."

12. Bij de 5-daagse weersverwachting, zoals gepresenteerd door

radio en televisie, kan in plaats van een prikwaarde beter

een marge voor de verwachte maximum en minimum temperatuur

worden opgegeven. #

C.W.R.Mulder 12 december,1984
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INTRODUCTION

Nuclear magnetic relaxation has become a powerful tool in

the investigation of the structure and the microdynamical

properties of the various molecular species in solutions of

synthetic and biological macromolecules. In spite of the

complexity of these systems, the solvent and solute motional

behaviour is often described in terras of simple isotropic

reorientation because the number of experimental data does

not justify a more sophisticated analysis. In particular, for

aqueous solutions of charged macromolecules, where in general

the solute molecules may be expected to have non-spherical

shapes, and the solvent (part of which may be in the form

of hydration water) involves relatively strong dipole-dipole ,

interactions and hydrogen bonding, the assumption of '

isotropic reorientation does not seem very realistic.

Although the introduction of high-field super-conducting

magnets has extended considerably the frequency range

available to the NMR experimenter, frequency-dependent

investjgaL/.rms on reorientational behaviour using more than

two experimental frequencies have been relatively scarce.

The present thesis proposes a study on reorientational

anisotropy of aqueous polyelectrolyte solutions. In

particular, this study is directed to the question to what

extent information may be obtained on reorientational

anisotropy by nuclear magnetic relaxation experiments. Since

previous NMR studies on aqeous solutions of poly(methacrylic

acid) have already indicated the insufficiency of a

description of the polymer relaxation in terms of isotropic

reorientation, the PMA/water system has been chosen as probe

system for the investigation of anisotropic reorientation.

Being a synthetic polymer, PMA is chemically better defined

than many of the biological macromolecules. In the acid form

the degree of dissociation of the carboxylic groups is very
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small, whereas on the addition of a strong base the

fraction of dissociated carboxylic groups gradually

increases until at full neutralization the degree of

dissociation approaches unity. Among the simple synthetic

weak polyacids PMA takes an interesting position due to a

distinct conformation change in the lower charge fraction

range. This conformational change whereby the hypercoiled

conformation at low charge fraction is replaced by the more

extended conformation at higher charge fraction has been

extensively investigated. PMA further opens fae possibility

of isotopic labeling. Forms of PMA wherein the protons of

the methyl side group, the methylene backbone group, or

both goups are substituted by deuterons, are relatively

easy to synthesize. In this study four isotopically

different forms of PMA have been used, viz., fully

protonated PMA {[-CH2CCH3COOH-]n), methyl-deuterated

PMA ([-CH2CCD3COOH-3n}, methylene-deuterated PMA

([-CD2CCH3COOH-]n), and per-deuterated PMA

([-CD2CCD3COOH-Jn). By measuring the relaxation j

behaviour of different isotopic forms of PMA complementary

information may be obtained on the backbone and side-group

dynamics, and proton-proton interactions with the solvent.

In chapter I a short summary of the basic experiments j

and relations of nuclear magnetic relaxation in liquids is

given. In the following two chapters anisotropic

reorientation in water is focused on. Since no frequency-

dependent behaviour of the water relaxation may be

expected, a comprehensive NMR study would involve all water

nuclei that can be probed by NMR, i.e., 1H, 2D and 1 7 0 .

In chapter II it is theoretically investigated how

anisotropic reorientation will manifest itself in the

relative relaxational behaviour of the various nuclei as a

function of the degree of anisotropy. Using the results

from this theoretical investigation, experimental data on

the solvent relaxation in concentrated PMA/water and

per-D-PMA/water systems are analysed in chapter III.

In chapter IV the results of a frequency-* ".pendent study on
23Na relaxation in PMA/water systems are used to d- : iss
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problems connected to the interpretation of the relaxation

of small counterions in macromolecular systems. In the

remaining two chapters the results are discussed from a

frequency-dependent study of the methyl and methylene

deuteron relaxation in CD2- and CD3~PMA/water systems.

In chapter V the deuteron polymer relaxation is analysed in

terms of an anisotropic rotation diffusion model involving

overall axial anisotropic reorientation and internal methyl

rotation. In particular, it is investigated whether the

frequency-dependent relaxation data of the methyl and

methylene groups could be simultaneously analysed using the

anisotropic rotation diffusion model. The diffusion

parameters obtained from this analysis are usad to estimate

the hydrodynamic dimensions involved in the reorientational

diffusion of PMA. In the last chapter the same experimental

data are analysed using a number of simpler, mostly

empirical models in order to investigate whether the use of

the anisotropic rotation diffusion model is justified in

comparison to analyses using a more limited number of

physical assumptions.

Specific relaxational behaviour is reflected much more

directly in the (frequency) behaviour of the spectral

density than in the combined behaviour of longitudinal and j

transverse relaxation rates. Accordingly, in this thesis

the observed relaxation r»tes are, where possible,

transformed to the corresponding spectral densities, which

are then used in the fits to and analyses of the observed

relaxational behaviour.
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CHAPTER I

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RELAXATION IN LIQUIDS
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GENERAL

All nuclei characterized by odd mass and/or charge

numbers, have non-zero spin angular momenta. TO a nuclear

angular momentum, nT, is associated a nuclear magnetic

moment, ft- yfiT, where y denotes the gyre-magnetic ratio

specific to each type of nucleus. If a nuclear magnetic

moment is positioned in a magnetic field If, its motion is

classically given by:

ju(t) » fT(t)-yH (1)

For a collection of spin-carrying nuclei in a static

magnetic field Hg (the Zeemann field), the net macroscopic

magnetic moment, M = L fTs, will be non-zero due to
i

orientational preference of the individual spins relative

to the Zeemann field. The magnetization FT, the motion of

which is described by an expression analogous to (1),

precesses around the direction of Hg with a frequency } j

cOn— "^Hg, the so-called Larmor frequency. In the

unperturbed system, M* is colinear with Hg, the direction

of which conventionally defines the z axis of the

laboratory frame.

In the preparative stage of the NMR experiment, an

additional alternating magnetic field, ïfx( t)= e^.H cos GJgt,

is applied perpendicular to the Zeemann field. The

alternating field can be thought of as being composed of

two magnetic fields both of amplitude H±= (1/2)HX, but

rotating in opposite directions along the z axis with

angular velocity 0JQ. AS one of the fields rotates 2 (A)Q

off-resonance, the effect of the alternating field is, in a

good approximation equal to the effect of a single

rotating fielc

ifjtt)» Hj.f^.cosCÜQt + ë^.sineüQt) (2)

Taking into account both the Zeemann field and the

alternating field, the equation of motion of M* reads in

r
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the laboratory frame:

M"(t) = FTttJ-yte^.Hj^cosCÜQt + Ty.^sin 0)Qt + e"z.H0) (3)

I t is convenient to transform to the rotating frame, i . e . ,

to the coordinate system rotating with angular velocity o>Q

about the z axis of the laboratory frame, so that (3)

reduces to :

M"(t) = TfttJ-e^.yH! (4)

Accordingly, if ÏT̂  is turned on for a period t , M* will

precess through an angle 6 ̂ -yH^t in the yz. plane of

the rotating frame. Turning on H, for such period that IT

becomes perpendicular to the Zeemann field, corresponds to

a 90° pulse. A pulse which inverts fT, is referred to as a

180° pulse.

After switch-off of the perturbing ff, field, the

return of IT to its equilibrium position is characterized by j

two types of relaxation, i.e., the longitudinal and

transverse relaxation. The longitudinal relaxation concerns

the re-establishment of the Boltzmann distribution of the

spins over the energy levels due to coupling with the j

Zeemann field. It causes the magnetization (Mz) along the '*

direction of the Zeemann field to return to the value MQ

corresponding to thermal equilibrium between the spin

system and the molecular surrounding (the "bath"), which

comprises all degrees of freedom except the spin degrees.

The transverse relaxation concerns the return to maximum

entropy within the spin system and the re-establishment of

thermal equilibrium therein. It destroys the phase

coherence of the individual spins, and causes the

magnetization (Mvw) perpendicular to the Zeemann field to
xy

disappear.

In general, both types of relaxation are characterized

by single rate constants, in which case the time behaviour

of the magnetization in the rotating frame is described

phenomenologically by the following equations, first
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proposed by Bloch [1]:

Mz(t)= -R1[Mz(t)- M0D (5)

Mxy(t)= ~R2
Mxy(t) ( 6 )

where R̂  and R2 are the longitudinal and transverse

relaxation rates respectively.

BASIC NMR EXPERIMENTS

A general review of experimental techniques is given in

C2J. In this section only those techniques are discussed

which are used in this thesis. The longitudinal relaxation

is observed by way of an inversion recovery two-pulse

sequence. A preparative 180° pulse is used to create a non-

equilibrium situation where the magnetization is inverted

to the negative z axis. After the system is allowed to

relax for a time interval t, a 90° pulse is applied whereby '

the instant Mz is rotated into the xy plane for

detection. By varying t, the time behaviour of the M, is

obtained.

The transverse relaxation can be observed by a number of |

methods the choice of which depends on the magnitude of the

observed rate and the instrumentation used. The simplest

method comprises a preparative 90° pulse after which the

decay of the Mxy (free induction decay) is followed in

time. This method can only be suitably used for rates which

are sufficiently fast compared to contributions resulting

from field inhomogeneity and self-diffusion. Due to

inhomogeneity of the Zeemann field over the sample volume,

additional dephasing occurs between spins at different

positions in the sample experiencing different values of

the Zeemann field. This "fanning-out" process can be

reversed by applying the spin-echo pulse sequence, first

proposed by Hahn [3]. A time interval t after the

preparative 90' pulse, a 180° pulse is applied as a result

of which the phase differences between the individual spins
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are inverted. After a further time interval t, the echo

signal is detected when the spins refocus to the

magnetization value co. -esponding to a perfectly

homogeneous Zeemann field. Although constituting a

considerable improvement to the simple free-induction-decay

experiment, the spin-echo method is not able to cope with

the situation where the combined effects of field

inhomogeneity and self-diffusion are involved. If in the

time interval 2t of the spin-echo experiment, nuclei

diffuse to parts in the sample experiencing different

values of the Zeemann field, refocusing by the 180° pulse

will not be complete. In the case of relatively slow

transverse relaxation (and, accordingly, long experimental

time scales), this effect may render the spin-echo method

completely inadequate. Self-diffusion/inhomogeneity effects

can be significantly reduced by using the Carr-Purcell-

Gill-Meiboom method [4,5J, which is characterized by a

90o-t-180o-2t-i80o-2t-180°-2t-... pulse sequence with j

echoes and detection at 2t, 4t, 6t, etc. To avoid

accumulation of errors in pulse length or due to

H^-inhomogeneity, a 90"-phase shift is introduced between

the preparative 90° pulse and the subsequent 180° pulses.

In general, it is possible to keep the time intervals 2t %

sufficiently short to suppress any contributions in the

transverse relaxation due to self-diffusion/inhomogeneity.

RELAXATION IN LIQUIDS

In liquids the interactions between nuclear spins are

considerably reduced due to the existence of random rapid

molecular motions. It is therefore legitimate to consider

only individual spins or, at most, groups of spins within

the same molecule, rather than the whole spin system

collectively. An individual spin can be subject to several

types of interactions, the Hamiltonians of which, at least

for the interactions of interest in this thesis, can be

conveniently written as:
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W2= I (-Û FgÂ q (7)

where the A's are operators acting on the spin variables

and the F ' s are lattice functions. Both the A^'s and

the F's transform under rotation as the spherical

harmonics of order two. Since the spin operators are space

quantized due to the strong coupling with the Zeemann

field, whereas the lattice functions, which have fixed

values in the molecular frame, are time-dependent due to

the random thermal motions of the molecules, the

interaction Hamiltonians are also randomly time-dependent.

As outlined by Abragam C63, the expressions for the

relaxation rates can be derived from the equation of motion

of the density matrix, o. In the interaction representation

the differential equation for the time-dependence of the

density matrix, in second order approximation, is given by:

a1 It) = -ƒ C H1
I(t),[ W 1

I(t-f ) ,o-I(t)-CT0]:dt' (8)

where (jI(t)=exp(i HQt) .a{t) .exp(-i HQt) and Hfit) is
defined analogously. /7« is the unperturbed Hamiltonian of

the Zeemann interaction. Equation (8) is derived under the

assumption of small perturbation and for times longer than i

the molecular correlation times. Taking HQ~ -vnH^.T,

substituting (7) into (8) and neglecting non-secular terms,
/

one gets:

q q o q q o ) (9)

where J (OJ), the spectral density, is given by:

,00

= J Gq(t) .exp(iO)t)dt (10)
— 00

and Go(t), the correlation function, is:

Gq(t) =<Fq(0).Fq(t)*> (1!)

Since any observable, <Q>, is obtained from the operator (Q)

r
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<Q> - t race [uQ) , one has from ( 9 ) :

= - I ( - l ) q t r a c e { E A _ q , [ A q , Q 3 ] « 7 I { t ) - a 0 ) ) . ( l / 2 ) J q { q < w 0 ) (12)

In the remainder of this; section, expression (9) is

illustrated for the relaxation mechanism due to dipolar

coupling between two like spins I and I' (for instance the

protons of a methylene group). For the dipolar Hamiltonian,

HQ= Z (-l)̂ F A_ , a suitable form is:

Fo = (l/2)(3cos
20-l)/ 3 (13a)

3 (13b)

F+2= vf3/8)sin2ö.exp(+2i^>)/ 3 (13c)

Ao = -y2n[3IzSz-I.S] (13d)

f
« + 1- 3V

/(3/2));^hClzS++I+Sz] (13e)

A+2= -vf3/2)y2n[i+s+] (I3f)

with 6 and (p the polar angles which describe the }

orientation of the iriternuclear vector, r, relative to the

laboratory frame. The longitudinal and transverse

relaxation expressions are obtained by substituting (13)

into (12), and taking Q=IZ+IZ' and Q=lx+lx', respectively.

Using the standard commutation relations between the

components of angular momentum, one gets:

with

4 2 ) (16)
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R2= y
4n2l(I+l)(3/2J0(0)+5/2J1(Ci>0)+J2(2ab)) (17)

Only by the use of suitable models for the molecular motion

explicit expressions for the correlation functions G ,

and the associated spectral densities J , can be

calculated. For specific cases this will be done in further

chapters of this thesis.

~\
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CHAPTER II

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RELAXATION OF WATER NUCLEI

A STUDY ON ANISOTROPIC BEHAVIOUR

ABSTRACT

Nuclear magnetic relaxations of the three water nuclei

( H, H and ^ 0) are studied in a theoretical way- A

graphical presentation of the relative relaxational

behaviour of the water nuclei is given and conclusions are

drawn with respect to detectability of anisotropic motion

by NMR and the usefulness of 17O-enriched samples to

analyse such motion.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of NMR numerous studies have dealt

with the dynamical properties of water in its various forms

[1-103. Yet so far there still is not a full and clear

picture of the precise behaviour of water in its liquid

form. The information that one can extract from

conventional NMR experiments on pure water or dilute

aqueous solutions, is quite limited, because the time scale

of the water reorientation is in the picosecond range and

thus in most cases frequency-dependent information is not

obtainable.

As for the protons in the water molecule, a compl . -»tion

lies in the uncertainty as to which part of the relaxation

must be attributed to intermolecular and which part to

intramolecular interactions. Although several authors give

expressions for the intermolecular contribution to the

water relaxation, e.g., Hubbard taking into account the

combined effects of rotational and translational diffusion ?

[113/ Hertz using a jump model [123 or Krynicki using

radial distribution functions from X-ray diffraction data

[133/ a far from unanimous picture arises and recent

experiments and calculations by Lankhorst result in an {

appreciable correction to previous estimates of the

intermolecular contribution.

An obvious extension now would be the comparison of

multinuclei relaxation experiments, i.e., proton, deuteron

and oxygen (17O) relaxation, but a problem arises from

the fact that precise and coherent values of the

quadrupolar coupling constants and asymmetry parameters of

deuterium and oxygen for water in its liquid form are not

exactly known.

Only very recently, Lankhorst has provided more reliable

values for these parameters, albeit that he had to make

various assumptions that cannot be easily verified [143•

One of the assumptions is that the water relaxation can be

described by isotropic reorientation, an assumption that

has been made by many authors [153.
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Particularly, in aqueous solutions of macromolecules

anisotropic reorientation of the hydration water is

expected, and it is important to have an understanding as

to what extent anisotropic reorientation will show up in

relaxation experiments. In this paper this aspect will be

focused on, and in the subsequent paper experimental

results on aqueous macromolecular solutions will be

discussed in the light of results and observations

resulting from this theoretical study.

THEORETICAL SECTION

In this section a brief summary will be given of the

derivation of the formulas describing the intramolecular

relaxations for the various nuclei in the water molecule,
1 2 17i.e., XH, H and 0. Subsequently the possibility to

detect anisotropy in water by comparitive multinuclei NMR

experiments is discussed.

Anisotropic reorientation will be assumed to be of a \ \

rotationally diffusional nature and to have axial symmetry. ]

Thus the anisotropy is described by only two rotational

diffusion constants, viz., D̂ =D,i and D2=D,=Dj_.

With both dipolar and quadrupolar relaxation, f

correlation functions must be calculated having the

general form:

* "«=0,11,12 (1)

in which the quantities B are random functions of time

describing the relative orientation of two interacting

spins (dipolar relaxation) or the orientation of the

quadrupole moment with respect to the electric field

gradient (quadrupolar relaxation). The functions Bm

transform as second rank spherical harmonics and thus may

be transformed by Wigner's rotation matrices.

As the Bm's are known in explicit form only in the

molecular frame, while the average in (1) is defined in the

laboratory system, these functions will be transformed from

r
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the laboratory system to their principal axis systems by

means of a two-step process: first a time dependent

transformation from the laboratory system to the principal

axis system of tha diffusion tensor and then a further

time-independent transformation to the appropriate

principal axis systems of the various interactions.

Averaging the first time dependent transformation in the

laboratory system, the following expression is obtained by

making use of the orthonormality properties of the Wigner

matrices:

Jm
m1" (2)

• exp[-(6^+111' 2(D„ -Dj_

in which Q is the orientation of the principal axis system

of the diffusion tensor with respect to the principal axis

system of the interaction tensor. Note Gm to be

independent of m. j ]

Dipolar relaxation

As the correlation times of pure water in its liauid

form are in the picosecond range, the water rotational

motion may be retarded by more than an order before, at a

magnetic field strength of 6 Tesla, the extreme narrowing

regime is left. Thus, one may write for the dipolar

relaxation rate of two interacting protons:

RX= R2= 3/4);H
4n2/ 6.J(0) (3)

trHH'

with r„„ the distance between the two protons and J(0)

the reduced spectral density at zero frequency,

The reduced spectral density is defined as:

.exp[-io>T]dT (4)/
-00

In the principal axis system which diagonalizes the dipolar

tensor, one has Bm=5om.
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Substitution of equation (2) and (4) in (3) yields

R 2 = R 2 = 3 / 2 y H
4 n 2 / 6. I D O *

irHH' mHH

Finally substituting in (5) the goniometric expressions for

the Wigner elements DQm(Q), taking Q=(0° , ^ , 0 ° ) , one

obtains:

Rl= R2= 3 / 2 F H
4 n 2 / ( r ,6'^ ai d^ H)Ti (6)

irRH; i-u

with

d
aQ

d(/3)= l/4(l-3cos
2i5)2 T0=

d ^ 2 ^ 2 5 T^ [5D|(

a2
d(^)= 3/4sin4j3 T2= | j L

and ^JJ being the angle between the principal axis of the

diffusion tensor (D.. axis) and the principal axis of the
I!

dipolar tensor (HH axis).

In the case of unlike spins such as with H-O and H-D

dipolar interactions, in principle the dipolar longitudinal

relaxation is described by two coupled differential

equations, but as both SH and x O have much faster

relaxation mechanisms of their own, i.e., via their

quadrupole interactions, these coupled equations simplify

to one and only the "2/3 effect" and the different spin

parameters have to be considered [16], yielding for the
1H- 1 70 dipolar relaxation:

and for the *H-2H dipolar relaxation:

2
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with (5Q and />D analogues of /3H.

The water system under consideration is a mixture of

H^O and DoO resulting in molar fractions of HDO and

H2O denoted by fg and f^, respectively. Additionally,

the water is enriched to a mole fraction of *'O denoted

by fQ. As in such systems protons (and deuterons) are

rapidly exchanging, a weighted average has to be taken over

the three different dipolar contributions (of H- H,
1H-2H and 1H-170 interactions). Additionally, there

are two possible positions for a proton in a water molecule

and as the H- O interaction directions connected with

these positions are different, in principle this situation

results with anisotropy in two different relaxational

contributions of the ^H- 7O dipolar interaction. But

again because of the rapid exchange between all water

protons, only one proton relaxation time is observed and

thus one has to average over these positions as well.

Neglecting cross relaxations between the three dipolar
1

mechanisms, the following expression for the total \ J
intramolecular dipolar relaxation rate for the protons in

the above-described water system results:

Rl= R2=

2

2 ( 9 )

where

2 fIH= 3/2(2 fH/ [ 2f +fD]>PH4«2/,r )6 (9a)

10

H

+ f ])FH2FD2"2/,r ,6

H0

Quadrupolar relaxation

The expression for the quadrupolar relaxation in the

extreme narrowing limit [163 is well-known:

r
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R 1 = R2=S 3/80[
(2I+3)/(l2(2l_1))](e

2qQ/Ti)
2J(0) (10)

with J(0) the reduced spectral density as defined above and

(e2qQ/h) the quadrupole coupling constant of the nucleus

of interest. In the principal axis system that

diagonalizes the field gradient tensor, one has BQ=1,

B+^=0 and B+2= /̂A/̂ " with TJ the asymmetry parameter.

Combining equations (2), (4) and (10), and substituting the

expressions for the Wigner elements, one obtains for the

quadrupole relaxation of deuterium:

2

Rx« R2= 3/g(e
2qQ/n)D

2 Zl/2t*L
QlaD'h)+*i.Q<aDt '(^D')lri (11>

with (<*D#/$D) i (<̂ D« »jSD. ) the Euler angles describing

the transformation from the principal axis systems of the

field gradient tensors to the principal axis system of the

diffusion tensor. For one of the deuterium nuclei the

principal axis of the field gradient tensor is drawn in

figure 1. In a good approximation the V z z axes are along

the two 0-D bonds and the V x x axes in the plane of the

water molecule [17,18].

The convention: |VVV |̂  |VW|1|V__ | is used, the
x.x. YY z,£. \

asymmetry parameter being defined as *7 = (VXX-V )/Vzz. \
The a^'s are given by :

3)= l /4(3cos2 /J- l)2 + T7/2cos2asin2/$(3cos2/$-l) +

(12c)

+ T}2/4cos22asin4/5

^)= sin2j3cos2/5(3-2i;cos2a+T]2/3cos22a) +

(12b)

+ T//2cos2asin2/5(l+cos2/}) +

(12c)
+ 7;2/12cos22ct(l+cos2^)2 + l72/3sin22(*cos2/5

Note, that in equation (11) the average is taken over both

\
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H(D)
H(D)

(a) (b)

Assumed geometry of the water molecule. ^H^Olf*1 - 5 8 a n d

Z.HOH-104.45* . The molecule is in the xz plane.

(a) The principal axes of the field gradient tensor of deuterium

are indicated as V Z Z(
2D) and V X X(

2D), both in the xz plane;

the principal axes of the l 70 field gradient tensor as V z z(
1 7o),

perpendicular to the xz plane, and as Vxx(
170) in the xz plane.

(b) The polar angles describing the orientation of the D,, axia

relative to the molecular frame x,y,z, are indicated as a, /}.

deuterons in view of the fast exchange between the hydrogen

nuclei in water. /

In an analogous way for the O quadrupole relaxation

is found:

2

- R2= (13)

where (#o»/S(O are the angles which transform the

principal axis system of the 0 field gradient tensor

into the principal axis system of the diffusion tensor.

With the same convention used above the V 2 2 axis of the

1^0 field gradient tensor is perpendicular to the plane

of the water molecule and the Vxx axis along the bisector

of the HOH angle in the plane of the molecule (fig.l)

[17.183.
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Having arrived at this point, one can explore in a

theoretical way what to expect for the relaxation of water

in the case of anisotropy. The absolute value of a

relaxation rate is determined by a combination of factors:

the interaction parameters, the orientation of the

diffusion tensor with respect to the interaction tensor

resulting in a number of geometrical coefficients, and the

various correlation times or more precisely the various

combinations of diffusion tensor elements. Relevant in

connection with the present study on anisotropy are only

two factors, i.e., the orientation of the diffusion tensor

and the ratio between the two diffusion elements D.. and D, .

All other factors determining the absolute value of a

relaxation rate are non-essential in that they do not

reflect anisotropy, but relate only to fixed- interaction

parameters and overall time scale effects.

In view of these considerations the relaxational

behaviour of the three nuclei in the water system will be

investigated only relative to one another, and to make the { j

comparison as clear as possible the interactional part of

the relaxation expressions will be abstracted from. The

quantities of interest will be the reduced spectral

densities or rather the ratios between the reduced spectral J

densities of the three nuclei (the relative reduced

spectral densities) and the object of the remainder of this '

theoretical part will be to investigate in a graphical way

these relative reduced spectral densities as a function of

orientation and degree of anisotropy (i.e., the ratio

DH/DI ). If relaxation rates for isotropic rotational

diffusion, R(l),are known, the relative reduced spectral

density of for instance protons with respect to deuterons

(r-**) in any medium is accessible from the rates R(r)

observed in that medium, by the relation:

As will be discussed in the subsequent paper, experiments

were carried out on aqueous polymer systems in which the
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solvent was a mixture of 30 % H2O and 70 % D2O and

additionally 5.5 % of the oxygen was 1 70 enriched (all

molar percentages). Therefore, a system will be considered

which has the same molar fractions as the experimental

ones. To get a better understanding of the effect of the

*70 enrichment, systems will be compared with the same

H/D ratio, but with different amounts of ^ 0 , viz., a

natural-abundance *'o system, a 5.5 % and a 50 % enriched

one.

Despite the fact that the interactional part of the

relaxation equations is abstracted from, some parameters

relating to the interactional part of the relaxation

equations have to be substituted into the expressions for

the relative reduced spectral densities, i.e., asymmetry

parameters {equation 12) and values for *"„,,, r„jj and

r H 0 at least in a relative way (equation 9 ) . For these

parameters values will be used, obtained for water in the

gas phase, i.e., TJD=0.135, 7]Q=0.75 and
 rHH/rHO=1"58

^rHH=rHD^ [143. Although some uncertainty exists, if 1

values for the liquid state of water are the same as for ;

the gas state, such a choice is not considered crucial to

the results or conclusions of this study. •

The relaxational behaviour of the three nuclei will be ?
• 1

vizualized in two ways. In figures 2 to 4 the relative

reduced spectral densities of ^H or *'O relative with

respect to 2D (rD
H and rD°) are plotted for a

given degree of anisotropy as a function of the two angles

describing the orientation of the principal axis of the

diffusion tensor; in figure 5 for a given degree of

anisotropy the deuterium reduced spectral density is

plotted relative to the isotropic situation for deuterium;

and in figures 6 to 8 for a number of orientations of the

principal diffusion axis the relative spectral densities

are plotted as a function of the degree of anisotropy

(log D,, /D, ).
II mi-

To understand the meaning of the two angles a, /J used in

the plots, one must picture a water molecule in a x,y,z

frame with the molecule in the x,z plane and the bisector
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of the HOH angle along the z axis, the angle pointing

downward (fig. la) . Now a and /5 are the polar angles

describing the orientation of the Dj| axis in this frame of

reference (fig. 1 ). As the water molecule has two mirror

planes (plane yz and xz) and the diffusion tensor has no

rotational direction connected to its elements, a

restriction is possible to the first quadrant only and the

behaviour in all other quadrants is obtained simply by

mirroring.

In the first type of figures the relative reduced

spectral densities of O and *H are plotted as a

function of the orientation of the DJJ axis. In these

figures the degree of anisotropy is arbitrarily taken to be

8, i.e., the ratio DJJ/DJ_=8. These figures picture how in a

situation with considerable anisotropy 1 70 or *H

relaxations relative to the deuterium relaxation are

affected depending on the orientation of the principal

diffusion axis.

It is preferred to take the reduced spectral densities

relative to deuterium and not, for instance, relative to

the oxygen spectral density, because the deuterium nucleus

relaxes in the least complicated manner, i.e., effectively

by a single relaxation mechanism, and has the best known
17 1 ^

interaction parameters in comparison with O and XH.

But apart from these considerations a particular choice of

a relaxation of reference is arbitrary.
<I^ie relative reduced spectral density in the isotropic

case equals unity both for 1 70 and 1K (i.e., for

isotropy rD^=r^ =1). Thus, if in some anisotropic

situation the relative reduced spectral density of a

particular nucleus equals, e.g., 2, the ratio between the

relaxation rates of both nuclei deviates by a factor two

compared to the ratio, if isotropy would apply.

In a three-dimensional way these plots show for which

orientational areas of the D|| axis 1 70 or *H

relaxations are affected very differently compared to the

deuterium relaxation (i.e., the relative reduced spectral

density is very different from 1) and for which areas



The relative reduced spectral density of the 1 7O nucleus of

water relative to the 2D nucleus, i.e., rD°, as a function

of the polar angles a, f> describing the orientation of the

Dg principal axis of the diffusion tensor.

Degree of anisotropy: D||/Dj_«8.

Water isotopic composition: 30 t 1H. 70 t 2D and 0.037 % 1 7 0 .

relaxations are affected quite similarly, thus making

detection of anisotropy very difficult.

In figure 2 and 3 the relative reduced spectral density

is plotted for 1 70 and *H, respectively, for a system

comprising 70 % 2D, 30 % 1H and 1 70 in its natural

abundance (0.037 % ) . A pronounced feature in these figures

is the shape of the surface at values of the angles (a, ƒ5)

that define the interaction direction of the particular

nucleus, i.e., for 1 7Oa=90 #, /i=90* and for ^ a»0' and

/S=9O# . This feature is due to the fact, that only the

slowest motion (TQ=1/6DI) contributes to the relaxation.



The relative reduced spectral density of the 'H nucleus of

water relative to the ^D nucleus, i.e., rD
H, as a function

of the polar angle3 a, /} describing the orientation of the

D( principal axis of the diffusion tensor.

Degree of anisotropy: D||/Dj_»8.

Water isotopic composition: 30 t 1H, 70 % 2D and 0.037 % 1 7O.

if the principal axis of the diffusion tensor is oriented

along the direction of the interaction. Apart from features

due to their separate behaviour the shapes of the rD
n

and rD° surfaces are also determined by the specific

behaviour of the reduced spectral density of deuterium.

For comparison the deuterium behaviour is shown in

figure 5, where the reduced spectral density of deuterium

is plotted (anisotropy is 8) relative to the spectral

density in the case of isotropy (Di|=D,). To avoid effects

due to absolute time scales the sum of the correlation

times has been normalized to unity ( I L=l) both with
i x



The relative reduced spectral density of the *H nucleus of

water relative to the 2D nucleus, i.e., rpH/ as a function

of the polar angles a, /5 describing the orientation of the

D|| principal axis of the diffusion tensor.

Degree of anisotropy: D||/Dj_»8.

Water i30topic composition: 30 % *H, 70 * ^D and 50 % *7O.

isotropy and anisotropy. Again a pronounced area is found

in the direction of the interaction (a=0° and /5=52°),

albeit that the surface shape in the case of deuterium is

less pronounced, but more complicated, because it is really

an average over two surfaces corresponding to the

relaxational behaviour of each of the two deuterium nuclei

having different interaction directions (ar=O°, /3=52° and

Ct=O*, /}=-52°).

Returning to the relative density surface of *H

(figure 3), it is clearly the resultant of the rather

smooth proton density surface and the deuterium density



The reduced spectral density of the 2D nucleus of water

relative to the isotropic situation (RD(r)/RD(l)) as a function

of the polar angles a. /$ describing the orientation of the

D|| principal axis of the diffusion tensor. To exclude time scale

effects, all correlation times are normalized, i.e., X T4»l.
i *•

Degree of anisotropy: D||/Dj_»8.
Water isotopic composition: 30 % 1H, 70 * 2D and 0.037 t 1 7O.

surface, whereas for the density surface of *• O (figure

2) such resultance is much less clear. The difference

between the proton and oxygen behaviour (apart from obvious

differences due to non-similar interaction directions) must

be attributed to the geometrical coefficients needed to

describe the 0 relaxation, in which the asymmetry

parameter (7̂ =0.75) plays an important role and results in

quite different geometrical functions compared to protons

and deuterons (for which the asymmetry parameter ?]=0.135 is

of much less significance).
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In figure 4 again the relative reduced spectral density

of *H is plotted as a function of anisotropy, but now the

^O enrichment is significantly increased. Figure 4

relates to a system with 50 % O enrichment. As can be

seen very distinctly in this figure, the XH relaxation in

very O-enriched samples is determined to a large extent

by the ^H- 0 dipolar interaction and as the direction

of this interaction coincides almost completely with the

direction of the principal z axis of the deuterium

quadrupole interaction the reduced spectral density surface

of H relative to D becomes very smooth indeed. This

feature shows that in comparitive multinuclei NMR

experiments on water systems it is not altogether

beneficial to use very O-enriched solutions, because

too much enrichment mitigates to a great extent differences

in anisotropic behaviour between *H and ^D. Some kind

of optimum has to be found between experimental convenience

and preservation .of anisotropic differences between protons
l

and deuterons. 1 J
Comparing the surfaces in figures 2 and 3, one can

extract those orientations of the D,. axis, where the

clearest influence of the anisotropy on the relaxation is

expected, and maybe more important, those areas of ' i

orientation can be determined, where the three nuclei are *

behaving very similarly (relative to isotropy). I

As a further illustration of the relaxational behaviour

the relative reduced spectral densities have been plotted

as a function of the degree of anisotropy for a number of

orientations of the D,, axis. Results are presented in

figures 6 to 8. The plots concern systems in which the

orientation of the D., axis is respectively along the OD

bond (fig. 6), along the bisector of the HOH angle (fig.

7), and along the axis making an angle of 55° with the

bisector of the HOH angle in the bisector plane thereof

(fig. 8). In every figure four lines are plotted, one

relating to the relative reduced spectral density of 1 70

(rD°) and the other lines relating to the relative

reduced spectral densities of *H (rD
H) at three



The relative reduced spectral densities of water 1 70 and 1H,

r D
H and ro°, as a function of an i sot ropy (logCD./D. ] );

the Dj diffusion axis is oriented along the OH bond.

The line» (1),(2) and (3) correspond to 1H with 1 70 enrichments

of 0.037 I, 5.S I and SO *, respectively.

The dotted line corresponds to deuterium (equal to 1 for all

anisotropies).

The water isotopic composition : 30 % 1H and 70 % ^D.

degrees of 1 70 enrichment, viz., 0.037 %, 5.5 % and 50 %.

Note that the dashed lines in these figures represent the

relative reduced spectral density of deuterium and thus the

isotropic case.

If in these plots lines corresponding to protons,

deuterons or 0 are close together, a situation is

reflected, where with such a D,, orientation and such an

anisotropy it will be very hard to detect the anisotropy

by measuring the relaxations of the nuclei that the lî nr?

are related to, because in such case there is no or a v~ry

small deviation from the isotropic situation; put

differently, the relaxations of the nuclei concerned are
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The relative reduced spectral densities of water 1 70 and 1H,

r 0
H and ro°, as a function of anisotropy (logCD./D.1);

the D| diffusion axis is oriented along the bisector of the

HOH angle.

The lines (1),(2) and (3) correspond to *H with 1 7O enrichments

of 0.037 «, 5.S * and 50 t, respectively.

The dotted line corresponds to deuterium (equal to 1 for all

anisotropies).

The water isotopic composition : 30 X *H and 70 % ^D.

influenced by anisotropy and isotropy in almost tha same

way. Thus, these plots show to what extent one raay hope to

expect to detect anisotropic behaviour by measuring the

relaxation rates in a multinuclei experiment.

In figure 6 the situation is represented which by many

authors [19] has been suggested to describe the water

configuration around an anionic charge. The water molecules

tend to orient with one of the OH bonds normal to the ion

surface, the interaction between the anion and the water

being similar to a hydrogen bond. The preferred axis of

rotation (Dn axis) is taken along the OH bond pointing
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rH fO

0.5 to

The relative reduced spectral densities of water 17O and iH,

r D
H and rn°, as a function of anisotropy (log[D./D, ]);

the Dj diffusion axis is oriented under an angle of 55* with the

bisector of the HOH angle within the bisector plane thereof.

The lines (1),(2) and (3) correspond to 1H with 1 7o enrichments

of 0.037 %, S.5 I and SO %, respectively.

The dotted line corresponds to deuterium (equal to 1 for all

anisotropies).

The water isotopic composition : 30 * *H and 70 t 20.

toward the anionic charge. From figure 6 it becomes clear

that, if in such a situation only the proton and deuteron

relaxation rates are measured, one might reach the

conclusion, that water motion would be retarded

isotropically, whereas by also measuring the oxygen

relaxation rate, one would certainly abandon the idea of

isotropy.

Figures 7 and 8 are illustrations of models which have

been suggested for the water configuration around cations.

In the first figure the water molecule is oriented with its

dipolar moment normal to the cation surface C19,2O3,
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whereas in the second figure the situation is represented

in which the axis of the dipolar moment makes an angle of

55* with the normal axis within the bisector plane of the

HOH angle [21]. In both models the direction of the

principal diffusion axis is along the cation-oxygen axis.

As one can see from both figures protons and deuterons

again do not behave very differently for anisotropies to

about a factor 8 (i.e., log[D.| /D, 3=0.9) . This effect is

much enhanced, if the -*-'O enrichment is large (lines

numbered (3)) and is somewhat diminished in the case of

natural abundant 1 7O (lines numbered (1)).

CONCLUSIONS

Anisotropy in the motion of water does not always show

very clearly, in particular, if NMR experiments are limited

to proton and deuteron relaxations only. For the evaluation

of such results a restrictive factor certainly is the lack j

of accurate values for the oxygen and deuterium quadrupolar

parameters.

In this respect studies as the above one, may be very

useful (especially if some kind of anisotropic model is

used) to determine what isotopic composition can best be

used, what degree of anisotropy is necessary to give any

detectable deviation from isotropy at all, and to v.'hat '

accuracy experiments have to be performed to justify

specific conclusions on anisotropy.

It follows directly from the above study that in several

situations a experimental study concerning only two nuclei

is of no or restricted value. In particular, if one deals

with limited anisotropy, even a three-nuclei NMR experiment

will not always justify clear conclusions on anisotropic

behaviour. On the other hand, it has been shown that

limited O enrichment, i.e., sufficient to provide

experimental convenience, but avoiding domination of proton

relaxation by the *H- O dipolar mechanism, provides

important additional information to the situation where

proton and deuteron relaxations are measured only, thus

r
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overcoming the above described ambiguities between

isotropic and anisotropic relaxation in the majority of

situations.
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CHAPTER III

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RELAXATION OF SOLVENT NUCLEI IN

CONCENTRATED AQUEOUS POLY(METHACRYLIC ACID) SOLUTIONS

ABSTRACT

The nuclear magnetic relaxation times of the water nuclei,

i.e., lH, 2H and 17O, and the polymer protons have

been measured in concentrated aqueous fully neutralized

solutions of three isotopically different forms of

poly(methacrylic acid) (fully protonated, CDo-deuterated

and fully deuterated). From these results it could be

shown that cross relaxation between the polymer and water

proton fractions is not important in the systems

investigated. The relaxation rates of the three nuclei of

the water molecules have been used to investigate the j

solvent microdynamics using isotropic and anisotropic |

models for the water motion in the concentrated j

polyelectrolyte solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper results are presented of NMR experiments

on concentrated aqueous polymer solutions. These results

are considered in relation to two aspects: spin diffusion

or cross relaxation between polymer and solvent protons,

and the dynamical behaviour of the solvent. The possibility

to decide whether the solvent reorients isotropic or

anisotropic, is examined in particular.

In biological water systems many studies [1-12] suggest

the possible importance of the "spin-diffusion" process. It

is often difficult to make a distinction between cross

relaxation, which is the result of direct magnetic

interaction between two magnetically different nuclei

(e.g., polymer and water protons) or chemical exchange by

which process protons of magnetically different

surroundings are exchanged physically by a chemical

reaction {e.g., water protons are exchanged with the protons

of the carboxylic acid or amino groups of a polymer).

To distinguish clearly between cross relaxation and

chemical exchange, all experiments were carried out on

fully neutralized polymer solutions, so that chemical

exchange between exchangeable polymer protons (i.e., the

carboxylic groups of PMA) and water protons would be

negligible.

To find evidence for cross relaxation an investigation

was carried out at two field strengths. The proton

relaxation rates were studied in concentrated aqueous

solutions of poly(methacrylic acid) (PMA) and these were

compared with the relaxation times in solutions of fully

protonated, partially deuterated and fully deuterated PMA.

Indications of cross relaxations were found to be only

just outside the experimental error. The important

enhancement up to a factor of 3 of the solvent relaxation

rates therefore indicates a reduction of the reorientation

rate of the water molecules. An unequivocal conclusion as

to the isotropy or anisotropy of the water molecules cannot

be reached now.
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Using the theoretical results of the preceding paper, it

is shown that a possible anisotropy in the solvent

reorientational motion is insufficient to be detected by

comparison of the -̂H, 2H and 1 70 nuclear relaxation

rates.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The three types of poly(methacrylic acid), i.e., fully

protonated (PMA), partially deuterated (CD2-PMA) and

fully deuterated (per-D-PMA), were homemade atactic samples

with an estimated purity of at least 98 % on basis of

accumulated NMR resonance spectra.

The solvent was a mixture of H20, D2O and H2 O

(30 % 1H, 70 % 2D and 5.5 % 1 7 O ) . The H20 was

destilled and deionized. D2O was obtained from Aldrich

Chemical Co., Milwaukee, WI (minimum 99.96 % 2D) and the

H2
17O from Monsanto Research Corp., Miamisburg, USA (a ]

fraction containing 43.4 mole % *'O). All compositions '.

were prepared on the basis of weight. The standard Wilmad

10-mm NMR tubes used in the experiments were steamed for at

least 10 minutes and vacuum dried.

Polymer solutions were made of about 0.5 mg equiv/g

which were then concentrated over a period of several days

by way of evaporation in a vacuum oven (at room temperature

and a pressure of about 1 cm Hg in the presence of

PgOc) to concentrations of approximately 1 mg equiv/(g

of solution) and in second instance (i.e., after the first

set of NMR experiments) to concentrations of about 1.9

mg equiv/(g of solution). The solutions were fully

neutralized with NaOD obtained from Merck, Darmstadt, BRD

(40 % NaOD in 99 % D20). To prevent CO2 contamination

during evaporation the concentrating was carried out in a

N2 atmosphere in the presence of NaOH pellets. By this

method it was possibleto combine concentrating and

deoxygenating without any risk to the glassware or the

solutions.

NMR experiments were performed on a home-modified Bruker
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BKR pulse spectrometer with a maximum field of 1.4 T,

corresponding to resonance frequencies of 60, 9.21 and 8.13

MHz for *H, ̂ D and *'O, respectively. Temperature was

maintained at 25+0.3#C by fluid thermostating. Longitudinal

relaxation rates were measured by the inversion recovery

method and transverse rates by spin-echo or, if possible,

CPGM sequences. Accuracies are estimated to be about 3-5 %

for the relaxation rates of the water nuclei and ibout 5-20

% for the relaxation rates of the polymer protons.

Synthesis of the polymethacrylic acids

The methyl ester of methacrylic acid was synthetized by

reacting the dimethyl ester of malonic acid with methyl

bromide, followed by partial saponification of the double-

ester and a Mannich reaction with formaldehyde [133. By

using deuterated forms of methyl bromide and/or

formaldehyde in the methyl methacrylate synthesis, the

desired isotopic forms of the methacrylic ester were

obtained. The isotopic purities of the various methacrylic , J

esters were determined by comparing in the NMR spectra the I

proton signals of the CH2 and CH3 groups with the j

proton signal of the methyl ester groups. Purities were ;

always above 93 %. After saponification of the j

methyl methacrylate the methacrylic monomer was polymerized '*

under N2 in an aqueous solution wif.h Il2°2 ini-t:i-ation

[14] at a temperature of 85°C for a period of 4 hours. The

polymerization product was cooled down, freeze-dried and

fractionated [15], followed by dialysis and freeze-drying.

As the CÜ2~PMA samples were slightly yellow, this polymer

was subsequently dialyzed against an aqueous dispersion of

Norit, after which noncoloured CD2-PMA samples could be

prepared.

Molecular weights were determined by viscosity

measurement. For the fractions used, this yielded:

Mvigc(CD2-PMA)=103,000 [16];

Mvisc(per-D-PMA)=133,000 [17]; and

Mvisc(PMA)=400,000 (not fractionated).
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THEORETICAL SECTION

In the preceding paper expressions were derived

describing the nuclear magnetic relaxations in water which

was enriched both in deuterium and in oxygen-17. The total

proton relaxation is a combination of three relaxational

contributions: (1) the contribution due to the

intramolecular interactions modulated by rotational

reorientation, (2) the contribution due to intermolecular

interactions modulated both by rotational reorientation and

translation, and (3) the contribution due to the scalar

coupling with O modulated by chemical exchange.

Expressions for the proton relaxation will be given for the

intramolecular contribution only.

Assuming all relaxation to be in the extreme narrowing

limit, i.e., OJT-scl, and denoting the molar fractions of

H20, HDO and L2* O (L=H or D), respectivily, by fH,

fn and f-, the intramolecular or reorientational ?
u u \
contribution to the proton relaxation is:

2
R — D — pT 4.T T y __ *̂ _/_ _ T* -U

o ( 1 )

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ i

where

2ftIH= 3/2(2 fH/ [ 2 f + f
H

I D =

and

dao
d(/J)= l ^ d - S c o s 2 ^ ) 2 TQ= C6DL]-1 (2)

a1
d(/})= 3sin2y3cos2^ Tx= CSDL+DI,:"1 • (3)
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d{/5)= 3/4sin
4/3 T2= C2DL+4D„r

1a2
d{/5)= 3/4sin

4/3 T2= C2DL+4D„r
1 (3)

For the deuterium relaxation, one has:

2
i (4)

The oxygen relaxation may be written:

2
^ i (5)

where

ao
Q(tt,/5)= l/4(3cos2 /3-l)2 + 7y/2cos2asin2^{3cos2

)5-l) +

+ ï/2/4cos22asin4j5

a l Q ^ ' A ^ = sin2j3cos2j5{3-27ycos2Q:+Tj2/3cos22Q:)

+ 7j2/3sin22asin2/J

a2
Q(ar,/J)= 3/4sin4/5 + 7//2cos2asin2/5(l+cos2/3)

+ 772/12cos22a(l+cos2/$)

(6a)
2/ nno^i/Vein^

(6b)
2/sin22asin2/

(6c)
2/cos22a(l+cos2/J)2 + 772/

For further details of these expressions and the parameters

used therein reference is made to the preceding paper.

Since in the discussions arguments are used relating

to concepts such as cross relaxation and spin diffusion a

brief derivation of the basic equations is given. Two

unlike spins I and S are considered, both spin 1/2 and

within good approximation with equal Larmor frequencies.

Furthermore, it is assumed that, apart from relaxing each

other by dipolar cross relaxation, both spins have

relaxation mechanisms of their own with rates R^j and

Rlg. Neglecting cross correlations between "auto" and

"cross" relaxation mechanisms, the following coupled

equations for the longitudinal time dependence of the spins

I and S are valid [18]:
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<IZ>= -CRü+Ric-M-t <IZ>-IO) " *c( <SZ>-SO) (7)

<SZ>= -kc(

where R l c~( Jc(o>)+4Jc(2o>)) , and k c ~(- l / 3 J c (0)+2J c (2<w)) ,

and Jc(o>) being the reduced s p e c t r a l dens i t y of the

cross relaxations, which is defined:

f00

J(oo)= ( 1 / G ( o ) > ' l G { T ) . e x p [ - i w r ] d T
- o o

where G(T) is the time-correlation function of the

interaction. If one solves the coupled equations (7) and

(8)/ for the total longitudinal magnetization at time t in

a nonselective inversion recovery experiment is found:

z / 2 M o = C+e--*+ t + CTe--** (9)

where
!

MQ= MJCOD) + Ms(oo) (9a)

c " = 1'2 i kcMA+-A~) (9b)

For simplicity it is assumed that MJ(OO)=MS(CO) . it will

be clear from the above result that cross relaxation will

normally lead to double-exponential longitudinal

relaxation. There is one situation of special interest

often referred to as spin diffusion. In this case the

correlation time characterizing the cross-relaxation

process is very long, so that Rij/Rig^R^c and k
c
3>RU'Ric

(kc~-l/3Jc(0)) . The expression for the longitudinal

relaxation reduces to:

/2Mo= expE-l/2(R1]:+Rls)t] (10)

More generally, i t can be shown that, if the spin-diffusion

r
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limit applies, exponential relaxation is observed with a

longitudinal relaxation rate equal to the weighted average

of the separate rates of the two spin fractions. It is

important to note, however, that, if the spin-diffusion

limit applies, there must be a significant contribution

from the kc~Jc(0) term in the transverse relaxation

rates, a feature which will be very noticeable in the case

where one of the fractions is water, usually showing equal

longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiments were performed on the following concentrated

model systems: PMA/water, CD2-PMA/water, and per-D-PMA/water.

This choice makes it possible to compare the difference in

magnetic interactions for otherwise physically almost

equivalent systems, particularly with respect to the

polymer-solvent interactions, which are not equivalent

magnetically. In order to avoid confusion between

cross relaxation and chemical exchange all solutions were

fully neutralized.

In table 1 results are presented of the multinuclei NMR

experiments on these three systems for two concentrations, i

i.e., cA=l mg equiv/(g of solution) and cB=2 mg equiv/

(g of solution), corresponding to 42 and 22 water I

molecules/monomeric unit. Relaxations of four types of

nuclei have been measured, both longitudinal and

transverse. In table 1 only the longitudinal relaxations

rates are shown. In all experiments R^ equals R^ within

experimental error both for deuterium and oxygen (errors óf

about 3 % were estimated for R-, and of about 5 % for

R~). Transverse relaxation rates of the polymer protons

were rather difficult to measure, in particular for the

fully protonated PMA because of nonexponentiality (CH3

and CH2 protons) and a shifted (about 150 Hz at 60 MHz)

large water signal. In all cases a very significant

difference existed between R^ and R2 of the polymer

protons, varying from a factor of 3 to a factor of 8. The
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TABLE 1

Longitudinal Relaxation Rates in PMA/water,

CD2-PMA/water and per-D-PMA/water at 25*C.

1 polymer

I PMA

1

1

I CD2-PHA

I per-D-PMA |

[ nucleus

1 ^(pol)

1H(«ol)

2H(sol)
170(sol)

——————
XH(pol)

XH(«ol)

2H(sol)
i70(sol) |

1H(aol) |

2H(sol) |
17O(sol) |

1
1 freq.

1 MHz

I 60

I 8.0

1 60

I 8.0

9.2

8.1

60

8.0
60

8.0 |

9.2

8.1 |

60 |

8.0

9.2 |

8.1 |

1 -t ca

1 30

1 75
0.37

I 0.40

4.80

I 334

22

51
0.36

0.38

4.94

401

0.32 |

0.36

4.49 |

368 |

1 « t c b l

1 24 I

1 ISO |
0.57 |

I 0.58 |

1 7.74 |

1 660 |

1 23 |

60 |

0.58 |

0.59 |

8.70 |

738 |

0.48 |

0.48 I

7.44 |

605 |

Water composition: 70 % 2H. 30 t 1H, 5.5 * 1 7O.

Pure water relaxations (in l/s)i

R 1(
1H)- 0.146, RX{

2H)« 2.22, R ^ ' o ) - 166.

Concentration» (in mg equiv/(g of solution)):

ca(PMA)» 1.11, ca(CD2-PMA)» 1.18, ca(per-D-PMA)« 1.06,

Cb(PMA)- 1.92, Cb(CD2-PMA)« 2.06. cb(per-D-PMA)- 1.78.

transverse relaxation rate of the wk&er proton fraction was

somewhat complicated, because the major part of the

relaxation was due to chemical exchange modulated scalar

coupling between the protons and 1 7 0 . In CPGM experiments

a dependence of T2 on the 180'-pulse repetition rate was

found corresponding to a coupling of 85-90 Hz, which is

close to values found in literature [19-21] for the scalar

coupling between hydrogen and oxygen-17 (results are

presented in table 2). The longitudinal and the transverse

relaxation rates, corrected for the 1 70 chemical exchange

contribution, were equal within a margin of about 10 % in
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TABLE 2

CPGM-spacing Dependence of Water Proton Tran«verse

Relaxation Rates in PMA/water. CD2-PMA/vater and

per-D-P.MA/water at 60 MHz and 25*C.

1 PMA

ICPGH s p a c ,

1 ma

1 0.08
1 0.12
1 0.20
I 0.40
1 0.80
1 2.0
1 12

R2 #
1 / s

I 0 . 9 5

1 . 2 0

I 1 .86

2.85

3.53

3.90

4.17 |

1 CD2-PMA

CPGM «pac.

ms

0.08
1 0.12

0.20
0.40
0.60
2 . 0

12

R2 .

l / «

0.80
1.04
1.66
2.98
3.75
5.07
5.74

1 per-D-PMA |

CPGM spac.
ms

0.08
1 0.14

0.20
0.40
0.60
1 .2

2 . 0

8 . 0

R2. I
l / « 1

0.83 |
1.13 |
1.57 |
2.98 1
3.84 |
4.96 |
5.37 |
5.90 |

Mater composition: 70 t 2H. 30 t 1H, 5.5 * 1 7O.

Fitting with as free parameters. T e x c h, the
 1H-17O coupling

constant, and R-> (without exchange contribution} , yielded

on an average, Texch'lxl0 sec and a coupling constant

of 87 Hz. Concentrations (in mg equiv/(g of solution)):

c(PHA)- 1.92, c(CD2-PMA)- 2.06, c(per-D-PMA)- 1.79.

all experiments.

Returning to table 1, the results indicate clearly that

cross relaxation between water and polymer protons, if

present, is barely significant, thus also completely

excluding the limiting case of spin diffusion. Arguments

presented here will be based upon the expressions (7) to

(10), describing the cross-relaxation and the spin-

diffusion situation. From the fact that two widely

different longitudinal relaxation rates are measured for

the polymer and water proton fractions (i.e.,

R1(H-pol)è20 l/sec and Rx(H-water)^0.6 l/sec) with

amplitudes corresponding to the ratio between the polymer

and water proton fractions, it is clear that the

spin-diffusion limit (equation 10) does not apply to these

systems as it would lead to only one longitudinal

relaxation rate, which would be the weighted average of the
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two original rates. In relation hereto, it is important to

note that, even if interactions between water and polymer

protons would only affect part of the water molecules, such

an effect should be observable in the resulting overall

relaxation and will not easily escape detection through

averaging by chemical exchange with the rest of the water

fraction, because the total number of water molecules per

monomeric unit is low (i.e., about 40 and 24 for the two

concentrations, respectivily).

The frequency dependence of the polymer proton

relaxation of both PMA and CD2-PMA is quite large,

whereas for the water proton relaxation no significant

frequency dependence exists. Thus, it can be concluded that

the large frequency dependence of the polymer protons is

not transferred to a measurable extent to the water

protpns, indicating that cross relaxation does not

observably mix the longitudinal relaxation rates of the two

types of protons. Comparison of the water proton relaxation

in the fully deuterated polymer system (where significant

cross relaxation is not possible) with the protonated

polymer systems shows that the cross relaxation

contribution to the observed total water relaxation can be

only be of the order of 0.1 1/sec, even at the highest

concentration.

From this it follows quite easily, noticing that

R-^H-pol) is at least 20 1/sec and using equation (9),

that:

R1(H-pol,obs)=
l c

R1(H-pol)

where Rlc-kc=0.1 l/sec. As the observed water proton

relaxation rates are frequency independent and the

longitudinal and transverse (without exchange contribution)

rates are equal within experimental error, a possible

cross-relaxation contribution must be frequency

independent, which leads to R^c=2kc and thus gives
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kc£0.1 l/sec.

Summarizing, it has been shown that, for the

polymer/water systems under investigation, spin diffusion

can be excluded altogether, whereas cross relaxation might

be present as a frequency-independent contribution of

roughly 0.1 l/sec.

In this connection it is interesting to notice that

only one longitudinal relaxation rate has been measured for

thePMA polymer proton spin system. If PMA is compared with

CD2-PMA at a Larmor frequency of 60 MHz, the Rj's are

quite similar indicating that at that frequency both the

CHg and the CH2 protons relax with approximately the

same longitudinal relaxation rate. Comparing on the other

hand, relaxation rates at 8.0 MHz at both concentrations,

one observes a large difference between the PMA and CD?-

PMA relaxation rates, indicating that now CH, relaxation

alone is quite different from the combined relaxations of

the CH, and the CH~ protons in PMA. The fact that only

one longitudinal relaxation rate is measured for PMA I

(exponential within experimental error), must indicate that

at 8 MHz there is (almost) complete mixing of the very

different CHo and CH2 relaxation rates by spin

diffusion within the polymer proton system.

As cross relaxation between the solvent and polymer

protons is insignificant for the present systems, the

proton solvent relaxation will now be analyzed together

with the results of the deuterium and oxygen solvent nuclei

i.i terms of simple dynamical models. For simplicity the

solvent in these rather concentrated systems will be

treated as a single solvent phase. If more than one solvent

phase is envisaged, the following discussion should be

considered to concern average solvent properties under the

assumption of fast exchange between phases with respect to

the relaxation rates and slow exchange with respect to the

correlation times. If the solvent molecular motion is

considered to be isotropic, only two parameters, Tc and p

are needed to describe all the intramolecular relaxations

in the water. Tc is the correlation time (averaged over
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TABLE 3

Zaotropic Fit» of the Water Nuclei Relaxation Sate*.

| polymer

1

|per-D-PMA

CD2-PMA

PMA

water |

1 cone.

|mg equiv/g

1 1.79

1 1.06

2.06

1.18

1.92

1.11
__

1 n

1

1 24.1

1 43.7

1 20.4

39.2

22.3

41.8

T( 1 7O).

1 P»

7.4
1 4.5

9.0
4.9
7.9 I

4.6
2.0 |

T(2D).

P»

7.0
4.2
8.1
4.6
7.2
4.5
2.0

TUV).

P»

7.2
4.3
a.5

1 4.7
7.6
4.5
2.0

P 1

0.49 |

0.44 J

0.48 |

0.43 |

0.43 }

0.40 1

0.4S I

n is the ninber of water molecules per nonomeric unit.

r(av) is the average of the correlation times obtained from
1 70 and 2D relaxation rates; p is the ratio

Rintra/Rintra+inter ot t h e lfl relaxation rate.
Water composition: 30 t 1H. 70 t 2D, 5.5 % 1 7 0 .

the isotopically different forms of water) for the

isotropic motion and thus the same for all three nuclei.

The parameter p denotes the ratio Rintra
:R(inter+intra)

for the proton relaxation rate.

In the calculations values will be used for the

quadrupole coupling constants of deuterium and oxygen

as obtained by Lankhorst [22], i.e., (eq2Q/h)D=270

kHz and (eq2Q/jj)0=8.5 MHz with asymmetry parameters

TJD=0.13 and T;0=0.75.

The expressions (1) to (6) for the various relaxations

are considerably simplified by the assumption of isotropy.

As the solvent used in the experiments was 5.5 % 17O

enriched and consisted of a mixture of 30 % H20, 70 %

D20, the values for fH#fD and fQ are 0.091, 0.413

and 0.055 respectivily, using K=3.78 as equilibrium

constant for the H2O/D2O mixture [23]. The results for

the polymer/water and the pure solvent systems are

presented in table 3.

Surprisingly, this simple isotropic model seems to work

very well, albeit that there are some differences (in the

order of 5 to 10 I) between the correlation times as
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obtained from deuterium and oxygen relaxation. It may be

worth noting that deyiations between ^D and *'O

correlation times have equal signs in all situations.

From the average correlation time the intramolecular

part of the water proton relaxation was calculated, thus

obtaininng the ratio p relative to the total proton

relaxation. These p values resemble closely the value of

0.43 as found by Lankhorst [223 for the pure solvent,

whereas they differ somewhat from the value of about 0.62

that one obtains using Hubbard's expression for the

intermolecular part of the water relaxation [243 and

substituting commonly used values for the various

parameters therein £25-273-

Comparison of the solvent and polymer solution p values

indicates that the polymer has very little influence on

these ratios. The smallness of the effect of the presence

of the polymer thus confirms the relative unimportance of

the magnetic coupling between solvent and polymer nuclei.

According to this model, water motion in these systems j \

can be described quite well by isotropic retardations of

about 2.2 and * relative to the pure-solvent correlation

time. Although isotropy seems to work well, it should be

realized, that anisotropy may be quite hidden as pointed { i

out in the preceding paper. Furthermore, there is no basis *

for the assumption that the interaction which is I

responsible for the retardation of the solvent motion is

isotropic. As it is seen that in the isotropic model

deuterium correlation times are always somewhat lower than

oxygen correlation times, it is interesting to consider

also an anisotropic model for the water motion.

Because the maximum number of independent parameters

must not excede three (only three independent relaxation

data are available for each solution), only models having

axial symmetry are considered and the orientation of the

principal axis of the diffusion tensor in the molecular

frame must be chosen. Such a choice is somewhat arbitrary,

since in literature [28-303 no unanimous picture exists as

to the precise orientation of water at negatively and
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FIGURg 1

u

3

2

1

.6

.5

.k

.3

60 80

J2L

(1)

«O 60 80
<p in degrsss

Fits of per-D-PMA/water relaxation data, using anisotropic

models with the D, axis in the bisector plane of the HOH angle,

characterized by an angle <p between the D, axis and the bisector

of the HOH angle. Upper figure: degree of anisotropy (0,/D^) as

a function of (p. Lower figure: intra-molecular ratio p as a

function of p. Line (1) corresponds to cone- 1.06 mg equiv/(g of

solution). Line (2) corresponds to cone- 1.78 mg equiv/tg of

solution).

Water composition: 30 I 1H, 70 t 20, 5.5 » l 7 0 .

positively charged sites.

In the present study a group of models for the water

orientation will be considered in which the principal axis

of the axial diffusion tensor lies in the bisector plane of

the HOH angle. In such models which have been proposed to

describe the water configuration at cationic sites [28-301,

the permanent dipolar moment of the water molecule points

towards the cationic charge, making an angle (<p) with the

normal axis from the cationic charge surface to the oxygen
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nucleus, which angle may range from 0* to 90*. The normal

axis is the preferred axis of rotation, i.e., the DJJ axis

of the diffusion tensor describing the rotational water

motion.

Thus, three-parameter models result, characterized by

two axial diffusion elements D,, and D. and the ratio p as

described earlier. Each of the models is further

characterized by an angle (p between the Dy axis and the

bisector of the HOH angle, the Dy axis lying in the

bisector plane of this angle. Using the expressions (1) to

(6) and substituting the appropriate Eulerian angles

(depending on the angle <p), for each of the models, sets of

DM , Di, and p could be fitted to the various sets of

relaxation rates of the polymer nuclei.

An illustration of such fits is presented in figure 1.

Here the degree of anisotropy (Dj/D.) and the ratio p are

plotted as a function of the angle (p for one of the polymer

systems experimented on, i.e. for per-D-PMA/water at ,

concentrations ca= 1.06 mg equiv/g and cb= 1.78 mg

equiv/g. Results obtained for the other polymer systems

are quite similar, in both qualitative and quantitative

ways. In figure 1 the angle (p only varies from 40* to 90',

because below <p equal to about 40* unacceptable fits are

obtained, the ratio p being greate~ than one.

A number of features can be observed. The fits result in <

only small parametrical differences between the two

concentrations; over the whole range of ip the ratio p is

somewhat larger for cb, whereas the degree of anisotropy

is surprisingly similar for both concentrations. For ̂ >=70°

no significant variation in the parameters is fitted.

Depending on the angle (p the degree of anisotropy may vary

widely, from D() /Dj_= 15 for <p- 40" at cb to D(( /D,= 1.2 for

<p=90' at c_. If the fitted diffusion elements Dn are

compared to the diffusion element 0=1/61^ of the pure

solvent (isotropy assumed), retardations range for ca

from Diso/D(p 0.6 for <p=* 40' to Diso/D„= 1.8 for <p= 90"

and for cb, respectively, from 1 to 3.

If it is assumed that in realistic models both solvent
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TABLE 4

Anisotropic Fit» of th« Hater Nuclei Relaxation Kates, Using

a Model in Which the Preferred Axis of Rotation is Oriented

under an Angle of 55* with the Dipolar Moment of the Hater.

1 polymer I
1 1*9

1p«r-D-PMA|

1 CD2-PMA |

1 PMA |

cone.
equiv/g

1.79
1.06
2.06
1.18
1.92
1.11 |

1 n
1

2 4 .

4 3 .

2 0 .

3 9 .

2 2 .

4 1 .

1

7

4

2

3 |
8 I

1 D,
| 1 O 9

3

5

3
4

3

4

t

l / «

. 3

. 6

.2

. 9

. 7

. 8

1 D,/DX

1

1 1.7
1 1.8

2.1
1.7
2.3 |

1.5 |

1 P 1

0.45 |

0.40 |

0.43 |

0.40 |

0.39 |

0.40 |

n is the nunber of water molecules per raonomeric unit,

p is the ratio Rintra
sRintra+inter o f t h e Photon

relaxation rate.

Hater composition: 30 % 1H, 70 * 2D, 5.5 % 1 7O.

axial diffusion elements {D«,D,) should decrease with

increasing polymer concentration and therefore must be

smaller than the diffusion element obtained for the pure

solvent, only models with^>=50" give acceptable fits.

As a further illustration results are shown in table 4

for one of the models out of the group described above.

This model is characterized by an angle (p== 55* and was

proposed by Verwey C3lJ for the water configuration at a

cation. The same experimental data that could be described

quite well with a two-parameter isotropic model lead to

anisotropies ranging from 1.5 to 2.3, if fitted with this

three-parameter anisotropic model.

The fact that the same experimental data can lead to

such different results may be clarified by observing figure

2.Here the theoretical situation is given for a water

system with the same isotopic composition as the

experimental systems» in which the principal diffusion axis

isoriented along an angle of 55* to the bisector of the HOH

angle. Using the expressions (1) to (6) the reduced

spectral densities of 1 70 and lH relative to the

reduced spectral density of *K were plotted as a function
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D" D

05 10
10,

Th« relative reduced spectral densities of water 1 7O and 1H

relative to 2D CrD° and rQ
H) as a function of anisotropy

(log[D(/D^3). The Dg diffusion axis is oriented under an angle

of 55* with the bisector of the HOH angle within the bisector plan*

thereof. Line (1) corresponds to 1H, line (2} to l 7O and the

horizontal dotted line to 20. For the meaning of the vertical

dotted lines reference is mad* to the text.

Water composition: 30 % 1a, 70 20, 5.5 % l 7 0 .

of the degree of anisotropy (for a fuller description of

the various parameters reference is made to the preceding

paper). Figure 2 shows that with this isotopic composition

of the water system and this particular orientation of the

O., axis only large anisotropies will lead to appreciable

deviations from the isotropic situation for the various

relative relaxation rates. In other words, in the present

case anisotropies in the order of 2 will lead to a relative

relaxational behaviour that is very close to the isotropic

behaviour. With the present anisotropic model anisotropies

from 1.5 to 2.3 are found corresponding to the vertical

dotted lines in figure 2. In view of this situation it is

again relevant to notice that, although the isotropic model

r
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was able to describe fairly closely our experimental data,

for all systems and both concentrations deviations between

the fitted correlation times of *^0 and *H all have

equal signs. This fact is an indication that an anisotropic

approach may be justified.

In fact, the manifestation of motional anisotropy in the

relative relaxation rates is determined by two factors: (1)

the distribution of the orientation of the diffusion tensor

in the molecular frames, (2) the ratio between the various

diffusion tensor elements, i.e., axial anisotropy D../D. .

A complicating feature stems from the fact that the

probably preferred orientations of a water molecule with

respect to positive and negative charges are not simply

related by inversion of the H2O dipole moment [29,303-

This is due to the considerable quadrupole moment of the

H2O molecules. If there is in fact a two-or-more-peaked

orientational distribution of the H2O molecules, this may

easily mask the anisotropic nature of the motion in each t

class: only the average is observed.

Comparing the values for D., with the diffusion constant

of the pure solvent (i.e., D = 1 / 6 T C ) , one finds

retardations of about 2.5 for the high concentration and

1.6 for the low one. These differences with the pure

solvent are probably significant as a rough estimation

shows that errors in the various relaxation rates lead to

relative errors for the calculated diffusion constants,

which are of the same order or even somewhat smaller. Of

course, the major part of the overall retardation of the

water molecules relative to the pure solvent is, in this

model, attributable to the D, diffusion element.

The anisotropic model leads to values for the

intramolecular-intermolecular division of the proton

relaxation which are quite similar to those obtained in the

isotropic model. In comparison to the isotropic model there

is a somewhat larger contribution of the intermolecular

relaxation.
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CONCLUSIONS

The results from the investigated PMA systems show

clearly that polymer-solvent cross relaxation does not

occur to an extent in which it would lead to a detectable

amount of mixing of the longitudinal relaxation rates of

the water and the polymer protons. This result is

especially interesting in view of the generally accepted

idea [6-123 that in many biological systems cross

relaxation or spin diffusion {as a limit situation of

cross relaxation) is responsible for nonexponentiality and

partial or complete mixing of the Tj's of the protein and

water protons.

Such a difference in relaxational behaviour between

those systems and the systems investigated at present is

not easily understood, and possibly our experiments

indicate that in many protein systems more consideration

should be given to the influence of chemical exchange on

solvent relaxation. Protein solutions are contain almost J

always large numbers of groups to which exchangeable

protons are attached. With the present fully neutralized

polymer solutions such groups are completely absent,

chemical exchange thus being impossible, and accordingly no j

mixing of T^'s is found.

The second aspect of this investigation is concerned

with the description of the multinuclei water relaxation

with the aid of simple one-phase isotropic or anisotropic

models. Although for both concentrations of the three

polymer systems the isotropic model suffices for a

consistent description of the relative solvent nuclear

relaxation rates, two aspects seem to point to anisotropic

behaviour. Firstly, a considerable retardation relative to

the pure solvent, which results from the introduction of a

charged polymer, is not easily understood to be completely

isotropic. Secondly, differences between correlation times

describing deuterium and oxygen isotropic relaxation are

quite systematic. From the simple anisotropic models used,

it was found that for both concentrations all three polymer
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systems could be described with solvent motional

anisotropies ranging from D.. /D, = 1.2 to 15, depending on

the model chosen.

A second feature following from the anisotropic as well

as the isotropic model is that the ratio of the

intramolecular part relative to the total water proton

relaxation is quite similar to the ratio in pure water.

This observation once again indicates that only a

negligable part of the proton relaxation must be attributed

to direct magnetic solvent-solute proton interactions.

Secondly, it shows that in these systems the retardational

effects in the rotational and translational diffusion of

the water molecules seem to be of the same order.

From the above it must be concluded that precise

interpretation of the water motion even in "simple" model

systems of synthetic polyelectrolytic solutions, is very

difficult indeed. As is pointed out in the preceding paper,

anisotropy in water can be quite considerable, yet might be

difficult to detect. Moreover, in most water-solvent '

systems there is the possibility of a number of different

water fractions {"bound" or "free" water, water differently

oriented at anions or cations, or exchangeable nuclei of

the solute), the relaxation of which is mixed and averaged f

by chemical exchange.

It is clear that, to reach any conclusions on water

motion, NMR-results of all possible nuclei have to be

combined. Even then, only large motional anisotropies will

show up unequivocally in the relative relaxation rates.

More information may, of course, be obtained in cases where

solvent motion is retarded to such an extent that the

extreme narrowing limit is no longer valid and the

frequency dependence of the relaxation rates can be

studied.
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CHAPTER IV

NUCLEAR RELAXATION AND COUNTERION BEHAVIOUR IN SOLUTIONS

OF CHARGED MACROMOLECULES.

CORRELATION TIMES FROM RELAXATION OF 1=3/2 NUCLEI.

ABSTRACT

From the relaxation of 23Na in poly(methacrylie acid)

solution at field strengths corresponding to Na

frequencies from 8 to 64 MHz, spectral densities in the

range 0-128 MHz were derived. The results are used to

discuss the uncertainties connected with current methods to

determine correlation times from the nuclear relaxation of

small ions in macromolecuiar solutions.

r
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INTRODUCTION

Recently the nuclear relaxation of counterions in

polyelectrolyte solutions has received increased attention.

Relaxation studies provide information on the physical

state of the small ions in these complex systems. Only «gpr

polyelectrolyte molecules that may be represented as rigid

rods has a quantitative theory been put forward relating

the physical description of the system to the observed

rates for quadrupolar nuclei [1]. Usually the experimental

results are transformed into two-site or many-site

parameters, such as relaxation rates of the sites and the

fraction of ions in each site [2,3]. If the relaxation rate

of the counterion depends on the magnetic field strength in

the experimentally available range, additional information

on the counterion behaviour is often extracted, even in the

absence of a physical model allowing the explicit

calculation of the rates. Correlation times are then

obtained either from the longitudinal and transverse rates

at one field or from relaxation rates at two different

field strengths. Always a simple dependence of the rates on

the field strength is assumed and often additional

simplifying approximations are introduced to facilitate the )

calculations of the correlation times [4-6 3.

In this communication we wish to emphasize that it is

not always necessary to assume the shape of the spectral

densities that determine the field dependence of the

relaxation rates. For quadrupolar nuclei such as ^ Na and

Li with spin 1=3/2, the densities may be derived from

the field dependence of the relaxation rates, as was

pointed out [7] in a study of the nonexponential relaxation

of 23Na in poly{methacrylic acid) (PMA). In contrast with

polyphosphate and polyacrylate solutions, ^Na in

poly(methacrylic acid) solution shows relaxation outside

the narrowing limit [7,4]. This occurs at low charge

fraction a only (a<0.4). As PMA is known to occur in

hypercoiled conformations at low polymer charge density,

the rod model cannot be applied here.

r
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We have determined relaxation rates at field strengths

up to 5.6 T, obtaining values of the spectral densities in

the 0-128 MHz range. Comparison with some of the usual

assumptions, indicates that serious uncertainties may

be introduced in the estimated correlation times.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the nuclei with spin >1, outside the narrowing

limit, the nuclear relaxation is no longer simply

exponential and Hubbard [8] has shown that, for 1=3/2,

after a 0 pulse:

Mz(t)-M0= M o(cos0- 1) .[4/5exp(-a1t) + l/5exp(-a2t) ] (1)

Mxy(t)= Mosin0.[3/5exp(-b1t) + 2/5exp(-b2t)J (2)

a2 = 2(eQ/n)
2.J(a»0) (3)

bl =

b2 =

(4)

l
i

If the motional hamiltonian is rotationally invariant,

, 00

J(o>)= l / 2 ƒ <Tg {t ) . F Q ( t+T) \ .expCi 6t>T]dT (5)
- 0 0

FQ=(l/2)eq signifies the m=0 component of the irreducible

field-gradient tensor Fm in the laboratory coordinate

system: the brackets indicate ensemble averaging. In

general (5) may be quite complicated and it is therefore

often assumed that the molecular motion results in a simple

exponential correlation function. Under these conditions:

l/40 <((eqeQ/n)
2^> .J'(<o) (6a)

2<X2y (6b)
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J'(o»)= 2T//j + <y2T2\ is the reduced spectral density and

if the motional model is isotropic rotational diffusion

with diffusion constant D, T=l/(6D). If different parts of

the interaction hamiltonian lose correlation

independently:

(eQ/K)
2.j(<y)= l/m7*2 X'n 10 i

The same relation holds for nuclei distributed over

different phases in the fast-exchange limit. Then

<(X^ \ =^i^-^i 0 / *^ fi *s tlie f r a c ti° n °f tïie nuclei

at i and -J <A^ n > is the quadrupole coupling

constant of the nucleus at i. If the correlation time at i,

T c ^, is of the order of the exchange time, T e ^, one

has 1/ri - 1/T C f + l/re i under the assumption of

independent exponential exchange and decorrelation.

It is clear that the experimentally found

(eQ/n)
2J(o>) may be the sum of several component

densities (for several sites in exchange for instance), '

while each site density may again consist of several

components (due to anisotropic rotational diffusion for

instance) even under the assumption of rotational diffusion

as the sole motional mechanism. f

If nonexponential relaxation for nuclei such as °Na,

1=3/2, is observed in macromolecular systems, it is

attractive from the point of view of chemical

interpretation to assume a two-phase model: free ions (with

interactions and correlation functions as they are in

solution in the absence of macromolecules) in exchange with

bound ions with a simple spectral density

J'= 2Tc/(l+co2T 2) a s * n e<3«(6). Due to the short

correlation time for the free ions, the contribution of the

free phase to the experimental rates is usually very small

and, apart from this correction, the relaxation rates are

taken to be determined by the bound ions.

Under these assumptions one has:

(eQ/n)
2J(Éü)« l/io^fbOk^ J'(6>) + l/5n

2ft (Xf
2\rc f (7)
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FIGURE 1

80 120
V(MHz)

(eO/n)
2J(fa>) from fitting eqa.(l)-(4) to the experimental

relaxation rates at fields corresponding to frequencies of S, 16,

32 and 64 MHz for 23Na. a i s the charge fraction of polymer.

Q: a»0.0S; o: Ct-0.10; as a-0.20; +s a»0.33; x: a-0.40; O» CT-O.5O.

f. and ff are the fractions of bound and free ions.

Using the relations for the relaxation rates corresponding

to the assumption (7), "exact" (involving eqs.(l) and (2)

explicitly) or "approximate" (involving simple exponential

decays with Rj» 4/5ai+1/sa2 a n d R2~ 3/5bl+2/sb2

instead of (1) and (2)) expressions may be constructed to

determine TQ b and \X^
2/ . Inspection of eqs.(l)-(4)

shows, however, that if the transverse and longitudinal

relaxations are measured at field strengths B and 2B, the

four relaxation rates are determined by the spectral

densities at four frequencies and the equations may be used
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1 charge

1 fraction

1 0.05

1 0.10

1 0.20

1 0.33

1 0.40

1 0.S0 I

1 0.05 I

I 0.40 |

1 8.

1 8,

1 8,

8.

8,

(Oex

'

16

16

16

16

16

p
MHz

. 32.

. 32.

, 32,

32.

32.

32.

32.

64

64

64

64

64

64 (

64 1

1 A,

1 10° s

1 32

1 60

1 13S

1 41

1 13

14

30

74 |

68 |

74 |

13 1

360 t

1 T.

1 10"8 S

1 S.4

1 2.6

1 1.0

1 1.1

1.7

0.64 1

6.4 |

3.2 |

2.4 |

2.8 |

1.7 |

0.16 |

1 B, |

1 «-1 1

1 36 |

43 |

46 |

39 |

37 |

40 I

1

36 |

0 • i

31 ]

0 • |

37 |

0 • J

Spectral density parameters from fitting

AT/{1.Kl2T2j+B. The value of B was constrained to B-0 where

indicated in table I by "«".

to find the (eQ/R)
2J{o>) with a suitable numerical

procedure. Thus the spectral density at four frequencies

may be obtained without assumptions about the analytical

shape of the spectral density.

The results for 23Na in PMA solutions, derived from

measurements at four field strengths corresponding to

frequencies of 8, 16, 32 and 64 MHz for this nucleus, are

presented in fig. 1. Qualitatively it is seen that the cut-

off frequency shifts to higher values (shorter correlation

time) if the charge fraction of the polymer is increased

from a=0.05 to 0.1 and 0.2. At a=0.5, (eQ/n)
2J(o>) is

nearly flat, indicating that the extreme narrowing limit is

approached. From 60 MHz upwards, all curves show very small

tangents. The value of 10 Hz, which is (eQ/B)
2J(<w) for

isolated 23Na ions in water, is, however, not approached.

Thus attempts to describe the relaxation rates with a

simple Lorentzian spectral density for bound ions and a

white density with the simple electrolyte-solution value

for free ions as in eq.{7), cannot represent the real
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spectral density. The high-frequency values of the actual

densities should, for such an interpretation to be tenable,

assume values below 10 Hz, whereas in fact they are roughly

five times as high.

In table 1 the parameters are displayed as obtained from

fitting the experimental {i.e., derived from the relaxation

curves directly) values of (eQ/n)^J{&>) to the

function:

£{<*))= AT/(1 + C O 2 T 2 } + B. (8)

Due to the fact that the high-frequency cut-off in

(eQ/n) J(o>) is outside our experimental range, we have

chosen eq.(8), thus ignoring frequency dependence at high

frequencies.

We may now compare the parameter values A, T and B

obtained from results at four field strenghts

(corresponding to 8, 16, 32 and 64 MHz) with the results f

from using only two field strengths. The results for the } j

sample ar=0.05 have been incorporated in table 1 as an

example to this end. It is seen that the parameter values

obtained with data from experiments at 8 and 16 MHz are

relatively close to the results extracted from four field !

strengths. Serious deviations, especially in the

correlation time and A occur, however, if the data from 32 /

and 64 MHz are used. The usual two-site interpretation for

small ions in macromolecular solutions corresponds to

fixing the value of B between 0 Hz (all ions bound) and the

value for free ions in a simple electrolyte solution, i.e.,

roughly 8 Hz for 23Na in water (all ions free).

Subsequently, A and T are calculated, either from the rates

at one field strength or from two-field data. In table 1 it

is shown for samples with <*=0.05 and 0.4 that this

procedure may lead to serious deviations from the best fit

values of eq.(8). This point is illustrated graphically for

samples with £¥=0.10 and 0.50 in fig.2, where it is seen

that a complete unrealistic representation of the spectral

densities results in this way. Fits with B fixed at 10 Hz
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FIGURE 2

(a)

«0 «0 120
v(MHr)

V(MHz)

AT/(1+W2T2)+B fitted to (eQ/fi)
2J(w), with be»t fitting

B (-—) and fixed B»0 ( ) . Polymer charge fraction*

a-0.10 (a) and a-O.SO (b) .

do not, of course, differ essentially from the extreme case

chosen here. The interpretation of a correlation time, even

if obtained from fitting the full equation (8), i.e., with

no constraints for B, is in general highly speculative. It

is, for instance, very difficult to obtain experimental

data of sufficient accuracy at sufficient field strengths

to decide between the applicability of a spectral density

as given by eq.(8) or the necessity to use more than one

Lorentzian (anisotropic rotational diffusion for the bound
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ions) or the existence of translational contributions.

Marshall £93 stated in connection with possible

interference of reorientation and exchange: "Thus it is

probably not a good idea to interpret variations in

linewidth between various cases as a direct measure of

differences in rotational correlation times, except in well

controlled experiments, as with a series of similar

molecules".

In view of the literature since then, it does not seem

superfluous to emphasize that counterion-binding studies

using NMR data alone may lead to questionable conclusions

due to the approximations and assumptions that have been

used.

From the foregoing, it is clear that a detailed

interpretation of the Na results presented here is not

feasible. Several possible explanations have been suggested

[4] for the nonexponential relaxation of the 2^Na nuclei

in this system: slow exchange of bound sodium, slow

decorrelation for bound sodium due to slow polymer motion,

polymer aggregation effects. Even a general discussion of

the results is hampered by our ignorance of the origin of

the constant part B of the spectral density [eq.(8)J. Two .

extreme assumptions may be considered within the simple '

two-site model.

First, one may assume that B refers to free ions only.

This implies that in one way or another the relaxation rate

of these ions is increased by a factor of 4 due to the

presence of the macromolecules. The frequency-dependent

part of £((0) in eq.(8) is then considered to be the

contribution of the bound fraction of counterions. It

should be noted that, if site binding to carboxylate groups

is directly involved, it is highly probable that a

vanishingly small fraction of the sodium ions is involved.

The largest value for A in table 1 is 1.35xiOiO s~2,

corresponding to a mean-square coupling constant

\Xy> =0.68x10 s~2. For some cryptates containing

four to six oxygen atoms ClOj, values of \X^y range

from 10 1 2 s~2 to 4xlO12 s~2 and it is difficult to
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see why carboxylate-bound sodium ions should have

dramatically different coupling constants. Assuming

coupling constants of the same order in both cases reduces

the fraction of bound sodium ions below I t . This is in

accordance with the lack of optical evidence for site

binding in this system [11], but at the same time one must

conclude that, in this case, site binding will be difficult

to prove or to disprove.

The above observation on the small fraction of the ions

involved in possible binding, is fairly general. If the

relaxation is out of the narrowing limit, indicating

correlation times that are three or four orders of

magnitude larger than the values for simple electrolyte

solutions, and if the rates are increased by only one or

two orders, the fraction of the ions involved is

necessarily very small.

As a second extreme possibility, one may assume the

spectral density for the free ions to be essentially equal

to the value in a comparable simple electrolyte solution.

Then the greater part of the density B should be due to the

bound ions. If this part is denoted B , the contribution

of the bound fraction of counterions to the spectral

density is: '

fb(w)= AT/(1 + Ü > 2 T 2 } + B
1. (9)

In this interpretation, a single correlation time is

insufficient to characterize the decorrelation of the field

gradient. One explanation could be anisotropic

reorientation of site-bound ions involving T, and a second,

short correlation time, together characterizing a

cylindrically symmetric diffusion tensor in complete

analogy to the description of the motion of the COOD groups

in PMA E12]. As the coupling constant cannot be factored

out of B1 due to the lack of information on the magnitude

of the short correlation time, an estimate of the bound

fraction is not possible at present.

However, eq.{9) may also be interpreted without invoking
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site binding. Within the dense PMA coils that exist at low

polymer charge and have a low internal water content

[13,14], the decorrelation of the electric field-gradients

experienced by the Na ions may of course be quite

complicated and occur patially by slow processes.

EXPERIMENTAL

PMA was synthesized by polymerization in aqueous

solution of methacrylic acid initiated by H2O2.

Fractionation was performed by successive precipitation

from methanolic PMA solution with diethylether.

From a fraction with Mw=1.3xl0^ an aqueous solution

was prepared. NMR tubes of 10 mm diameter were used as

receptacles for stock solution, NaOH solution and H2O to

obtain solutions with the desired polymer charge fractions

with a mono-molar concentration for PMA of 0.3 eq/litre.

Longitudinal and transverse decays were determined using

180°-90' and 90°-180# or CPGM pulse sequences. Bruker BKR

and SKP spectrometers were used with a Varian 1.4 T

electromagnet and a Bruker 6 T superconducting magnet. All

measurements were performed at 5'C.

The experimental magnetizations Mz(t) and M (t)

were fitted with a least-squares procedure to the full

relaxation equations (1) and (2), using the results

obtained at two or four field strengths. It was necessary

to introduce a constraint on J(<w) : J (CJ^^J (of?) if WiXO,.
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CHAPTER V

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RELAXATION OF POLYMER DEUTERONS IN AQUEOUS

SOLUTIONS OP POLY(METHACRYLIC ACID)

ABSTRACT

H NMR relaxation data of the methyl- and methylene-

deuterated forms of poly(methacrylic acid) are presented.

Using a rotational-diffusion model characterized by overall

axial symmetry and unrestricted internal rotation of the

methyl group, a comparison is made of the diffusion

parameters as obtained by separate and simultaneous fitting

of the methyl and methylene relaxation data at five

magnetic field strengths ranging from 0.4 to 6.3 T. From

the fitted diffusion coefficients, hydrodynamic dimensions

are calculate and used to estimate some characteristic ]

statistical quantities (viz., the persistence length and

end-to-end distance).
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INTRODUCTION

Nuclear magnetic relaxation has proven to be a powerful

tool in the investigation of molecular motions in the nano-

fco microsecond range. The dynamic behaviour of

macromolecules in aqueous solution generally shows motional

components in this range and, accordingly, is suitably

investigated by the NMR technique, in particular by way of

field-dependent relaxation-time measurements.

This paper reports a study of the polymer deuteron

relaxation of poly(methacrylic acid). PMA in aqueous

solution is often considered to be an interesting model for

more complex biopolymer systems, because it has solution

properties which deviate from general polyelectrolyte

behavior due to conformational changes which occur as a

function of the degree of neutralization [1-3].

Schriever £4] has reported a field-dependent study of

the deuteron relaxation of the PMA methylene group. He t
i

analyzed his results in terms of an approximate form of

Woessner's expressions [5] for generally anisotropic

behavior and concluded that the methylene relaxation could

only be described by using at least two time constants,

showing markedly anisotropic behavior. The present study

was undertaken to acquire a fuller and more precise picture

of the dynamic behavior of PMA. Schriever's work was

i extended in two directions: firstly, relaxation experiments

I were performed over a much wider range of magnetic field

I strength thereby aiming at a field dependence due to

| shorter correlation times; and, secondly, using two

partially deuterated forms of PMA (viz., CD2~PMA and

CD3-PMA), the deuteron relaxation of both the methylene

and the methyl group was measured independently, enabling

comparison and consistency determination of dynamic

parameters using two independent sources.

In this paper, these relaxation data are analyzed in

terms of a rotational-diffusion model, using Woessner's

expressions [5,6] for axial anisotropy with one internal

j rotation axis. The diffusion parameters resulting from this
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analysis, are used to calculate the hydrodynamic dimensions

which correspond to a prolate ellipsoid of revolution

having such rotational-diffusion coefficients. The

hydrodynamic dimensions are used to obtain estimates of

some characteristic statistical quantities, such as the

persistence length and end-to-end distance.

THEORETICAL SECTION

The rotational-diffusion model and the corresponding

relaxation expressions

The magnetic relaxation of the methyl and methylene

deutarons of PHA is, to a good approximation, determined by

a single relaxation mechanism, viz., the modulation of the

interaction of the deuteron nuclear-quadrupole moment with

the electric-field gradient, which results from the non-

spherical symmetry of the electron distribution in the

carbon-deuteron bond. This modulation is assumed to be of a

rotationally diffusive nature.

In order to describe rotational motions, an axially

symmetric rotational-diffusion process is assumed. Relative

to the axial diffusion tensor, only the methyl group has a

further degree of freedom (in the internal rotation about

the axis along the methyl-carbon bond), the motion of which

is described by an one-dimensional rotational-diffusion

process. A schematic representation of the geometry and

rotational-diffusion parameters is given in figure 1. The

axially symmetric rotational diffusion of the backbone is

described by two diffusion coefficients, D,, and D, , and the

one-dimensional diffusion along the methyl rotation axis by

a single diffusion coefficient, Dj.

The general expression for the deuterium quadrupole

relaxation is well known [7] and given by:

l/8(eQ/n)
2[J1(cu)+4J2(20>)]

l/a(eQ/n)
2C3/2J0(0)+5/2J1(w)+J2(26»3

(1)

(2)
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FIGURE 1

'H

polymer
backbone

polymer
backbone

Schematic representation of the geometry and rotation-

diffusion parameters in the PMA monomer.

with

Gm(T).e-i6rrdT (3 )
-oo

and Q being the nuclear-quadrupole moment. The Gm(T)'s

are the electric-field-gradient time-correlation functions

[3]:

= <Bm(0).
LAB

m=0,+1,+2 (4)

in which the quantities Bm are random functions of time,

describing the orientation of the quadrupole moment with

respect to the electric-field gradient. For the functions

Bm, the transformation law for spherical tensors is used,

which accordingly can be expressed using Wigner rotation

matrices [9,10]. The tensor elements of the electric-field

gradient and the nuclear quadrupole are defined in the
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appendix. As the functions Bm are known in explicit form

only in the molecular frame, while the average in eq.(4) is

defined in the laboratory system (LAB), it is necessary to

transform the Bm's from the LAB to the principal-axis

system in which the electric-field-gradient tensor is

diagonal (PAS). To a good approximation the z axis of the

PAS lies along the carbon-deuteron bond. It iö convenient

to perfonr. such a transformation by way of a multistep

process, the first step being the time-dependent

transformation from the LAB to the principal-axis system of

the diffusion tensor (DIF), which is assumed to have axial

symmetry with elements Djj and D. . Averaging this first

transformation in the LAB and using the orthonormality

properties of the Wigner matrices, the following expression

is obtained [6]:

(5)

in which the functions B"m. and the average are defined

relative to the DIF. Note that Gm(T) is no longer

dependent on m. As further steps in the transformational

process are different for the methyl and methylene deuteron

relaxation, both cases are treated separately.

Methyl deuteron relaxation ƒ

The next step in the overall transformation is a time- ,

dependent transformation from the DIF to the axis system,

which is fixed to the internal-rotation axis of the methyl

group (IRA), the z axis of which is parallel to the

internal rotation axis. Averaging the second transformation

in the DIF and again using the orthonormality properties of

the Wigner matrices, one has:

G(T)= ^ l A - v — V w *

in which Q denotes the orientation of the DIF relative to
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the IRA, and Dj is the one-dimensional diffusion element

for internal rotation. Neglecting the asymmetry parameter

(T]-0) , the Bmii's, which are relative to the IRA, take the

form:

Im»« Z Djni..(Ot).Bj = DOm..(flI).êo (7)

in which Qj denotes the orientation of the IRA relative

to the PAS. ^-j, which is also relative to the PAS, equals

\(3/2)eq. Substituting the appropriate Euler angles,

Q=(0" ,j*>,0') and Qz=(0*. 109.5*,0') , one obtains for the

methyl deateron relaxation:

2

Rl,2= ^ O ^ ^ Q / f i ^ i ^ o C i j ^ ^ ^ i j ) (8)

with

f i (T)= T.[(1+<W.2T2)~1+4(1+4O>2T2)~13 (9)
1 f

2 2 1 > 2 T 2 ) ~ 1 ] ( 1 0 )

(11)
.|D0j(0

o
f109.5°,0°)l

2.[(l+50i)(I+SQJ)]-
1

Ti;j= [6D± + i
2(D|| -DL)+j

2DI]"
1 (12)

Methylene deuteron relaxation

Again starting off with eq.{5), no further time-

dependent transformations are necessary. Although, in

principle, the transformations from the DIF to the PAS

could be performed for each of the methylene deuterons

independently, it is convenient to use transformations such

that the relaxation expressions as obtained for each of the

methylene deuterons are in terms of a common set of

transformation parameters. Accordingly, it is necessary

first to transform from the DIF to a reference axis system

(REF) which is chosen such that the z axis is along the
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line which connects the two deuterons, and the x axis is in

the plane of the methylene group. The transformation from

the DIF to the REF leads to the expression:

G(T)= l/5 I,| J,Bm...Dm..mm m

in which Q denotes the orientation of the DIF relative to

the REF. Also the functions Bm» are relative to the REF,

but may be written in the form of eq.(7) with Qj~

denoting the orientations of the REF relative to the PAS's

of the individual deuterons. Substituting the appropriate

Euler angles, n={ar,^,O') and Qj^=(O* ,fi~,O' ), one

obtains for the methylene deuteron relaxation:

2 +
Rl 2 = 3/40(e

2qQ/n)
2.2: Ai~fl 2<Ti> <14>

with

i

Ai~= I lDji(a(|J,0
f).D0j(0'/r0

6)I2.(2-50i) (15) J I

T±= [eDjL + i
2^!, -D^)]"1 (16)

1

+ $
in which, depending on the particular deuteron, p~ is '%
either 35.25° or 144.75°.

Relations between molecular shape and diffusion

coefficients

In general, the relation between the macromolecular

shape and the macromolecular translational and/or

rotational properties is extremely complex. However, since

the model used in this paper involves overall axially

symmetric rotational diffusion, characterized by two

diffusion coefficients, D,, and D, , it is worthwile to
li -L

relate these coefficients to the theoretical dimensions of

a corresponding ellipsoid of revolution for which Perrin

[11] derived the appropriate expressions. In view of the

axial symmetry in the present model and anticipating the

experimental result that D|i>Di * expressions will be used as
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derived for a prolate ellipsoid [53:

Of1» 32^a3/3kT.Cp
2(l-p2)/(2-p25)3 (17)

DI 1 = 3»nja3/3HT-C(l-P4)/(Sv2_p2J.2)3 (18)

with

S= 2.1n[ (l+vfï-P2))/p3/vfi-p2) (19)

wherein 17 is the viscosity of the fluid medium, a is the

length of the long semi-axis of the ellipsoid and p is the

ratio of the short semi-axis (b) and the long semi-axis (a)

of the ellipsoid.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Chemicals and solutions i
1

The two partially deuterated forms of PMA, i.e., the

methylene-deuterated (CD2-PMA) and the methyl-deuterated

(CD3-PMA) forms, were home-made atactic samples with an

estimated purity of at least 98 % on the basis of f

accumulated NMR resonance spectra. The two deuterated forms

were synthesized as described previously [123. The polymers

were fractioned by successive precipitation from methanolic

PMA solutions with diethyl ether. Only middle fractions

were used for the NMR solutions. Molecular weights were

determined by viscosity measurement, which yielded

Mvisc(CD2-PMA)=103,000 and Mvisc(CD3-PMA)=238,000 [123.

Aqueous polymer solutions were prepared on the basis of

weight, using distilled and deionized H20. The polyacid

concentrations were determined by potentiometrie titration.

NMR sample solutions with variable degrees of

neutralization were prepared by mixing polyacid and

polysalt stock solutions, the polysalt being prepared by

neutralization of the polyacid with sodium hydroxide

solution (Merck, Titrisol). Sample concentrations were

0.227 mg equiv/{g of solution). The NMR tubes of 10 mm
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diameter were steamed for at least 10 minutes and vacuum

dried before use.

NMR experiments

Low-field experiments (2.6, 4.6 and 9.2 2H-MHz) were

performed on a Bruker pulsed-NMR spectrometer using

inversion-recovery pulse sequences for the longitudinal

relaxation and free-induction decays or spin echoes for the

transverse relaxation. The 1.4 T Varian electromagnet was

equipped with a flux stabilizer and a home-made field

frequency lock, using the F resonance in fluoroacetic

acid doped with MnCI^. Bruker inserts were modified for

liquid thermostat control with Fluorinert (3M, Minnesota,

USA) and the temperature of 28*C was held constant within

+0.3°C.

At the lower frequencies (2.6 and 4.6 MHz), the problem

of spurious ringing was encountered [13]. The ringing

effects were partially suppressed by using anti-ringing

coils [14]. Notwithstanding such efforts, the experimental

accuracy in particular for the very fast relaxation rates

(i.e., over 2000 sec"1), is badly influenced by these

spurious signals. I

In the inversion-recovery experiments a home-made

digital boxcar was used for averaging. A Nicolet 1074 was

used for collecting, digitizing and averaging the FID

signals. Averaging ranged from 512 to 8192 times for the

R, experiments and from 4096 to 131,072 times for the

R5 experiments. High-field measurements (19.3 and 42 MHz)

were performed on a 6.3 Tesla superconducting magnet from

Oxford Instruments and a home-modified Bruker SXP4-100

spectrometer. Inversion recovery was used for R̂  and

spin echo experiments for R2. Data acquisition and

manipulation was performed by a LSI-11 microcomputer. In

general, 100 data points were collected and fitted to a

single exponent wi ;h a non-linear least-squares procedure.

Accuracies are estimated to range from about 30 % for the

2.6 MHz experiments to about 3 % for the 42 MHz

experiments.
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FIGURE 2

«000

T/sec

i

Observed 2H relaxation rate* (R l ,R2) of CD2-PHA/H2O
and CD3-PMA/H2O (both conc-0.227 mg equiv/ (g of so lut ion) )
at 28'C and 4.604 MHz Larmor frequency as a function
of the degree of neutral izat ion la').

• : Rj (CD3-PMA/H2O), 0: R2 (CD

• : RL (CD2-PMA/H2°'« E" R2 (CD

RESULTS

In figures 2 and 3, the observed relaxation rates of

CD2- and CD3-PMA are plotted as a function of the

degree of neutralization (or') for Larmor frequencies 4.604

and 42.09 MHz respectively. The complete set of relaxation

data are presented in tables 1 and 2. In figure 4, the

observed relaxation rates of CDg-PMA at a'=0.202 are

plotted as a function of the Larmor frequency. The curves

are calculated according to eq.(8), using parameters

obtained by weighted least-squares fits of eq.(8) to the
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FIGURE 3

«000

1/sec

1000

Observed 2H relaxation rate* (R1,R2) of CD2-PMA/H2O
and C03-PMA/H2O (both conc-0.227 mg equiv/(g of so lut ion) )
at 28'C and 42.09 MHz Larmor frequency as a function
of the degre» of neutral izat ion ( a 1 ) .

•> RL (CD3-PMA/H2O), Qi Rj {CD3-PMA/H2O)
• : R, (CO2-PMA/H2O), B> R

observed relaxation rates at five frequencies. In all fits

the quadrupole-coupling constant was set equal to 16 7 kHz

[4,15]. Figure 4 illustrates both the least-squares fit

result, when only relaxation data of CD3-PMA are taken

into account and the fit result, when relaxation data of

both CD3- and CD2-PMA are fit simultaneously with a

common set of parameters. Figure 5 is the analogue of

figure 4 for CD2-PMA at a'=0.213, the appropriate

parameters now obtained by weighted least-squares fits of

eq.(14) to the observed relaxation data.
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TABLE 1

| degree

1 of

| neutral.

1 la')

I 0.000

1 0.044

I 0.093

1 0.144

1 0.202

| 0.299

1 0.394

I 0.614

1 1.035

| degree

1 of

I neutral.

1 (a*) 1

| 0.000

I 0.044 |

j 0.093 |

I 0.144 |

1 0.202 |

I 0.299 |

1 0.394 |

I 0.614 |

I 1.035 (

I Rj U " 1 ) at

| 2.605

1 (MHz)

I 790

| 80S

| 860

| 750

I 613

1 443

[ 364

444

I 585

1 R2 (<

2.605

{MHz) I

1260

1410 I

1270 I

1040 |

775 |

500 |

375 |

455 I

670 |

I 4.604

1 (MHX)

I 702

1 747

1 735

| 665

I 5B0

I 429

t 371

379

I 520

i"1) at

4.604

(MHz)

1120

1185

1270

1020

740

490

385

430

620

a

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

a

I
1

1
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Laraor

9.210

{MHz)

517

S24

545

514

489

400

351

398

453

Laraor

9.210

tMHr)

995 1

1150 |

1180 I

950 I

700 I

470 I

377 |

418 I

590 I

frequency of |

1 19.28

1 {MHz)

] 374

1 402

1 408

1 410

1 3B3

1 330

1 309

1 336

1 390

1 42.09 |

1 (MHZ) )

1 256 ]

1 260 I

1 264 |

1 262 |

1 260 |

1 239 |

1 231 ]

1 247 |

1 287 |

frequency of |

1 19.28

(MHz)

840

960

970 I

784

594

413

336 I

399 |

492 |

I 42.09 |

(MHz) |

849 |

920 j

922 |

755 |

530 |

422 |

335 |

380 |

495 J

2H relaxation data of CD3-PMA/H2O,

conc»0.227 mg equiv/(g of solution), temp-28*C.

The numerical processing of the methylene relaxation

data presents a problem in the sense that within

experimental error, only single exponential relaxation

behavior is observed, whereas fitting to eq.(14)

presupposes a behavior which is double exponential. It must

be realized, however, that double-exponential behaviour may

be very difficult to detect, when the exponents do not

differ to a considerable extent and experimental accuracy

is not sufficient due to fast-relaxation low-amplitude

experiments.
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TABLE 2

1 degree
f r*f

| neutral.

1 <<**>

1 0.000

1 0.052

1 0.154

1 0.213

1 0.296

1 0.411

I 1.043

1 dT'
I neutral.

1 la') \

I 0.000 |

1 0.052 |

1 0.154 |

] 0.213 I

I 0.296 I

I 0.411 |

t 1.043 |

1 *i 1

) 2.605

1 (MHz)

| -

1 4660

1 2605

I 1835

I 1250

1060

2340

R2 {

2.605

(MHz)

—

5550

2860

1950

1505

1215

2560

a

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
|

1

1

1

1

1

~l> -t

4.604

(MHt)

2165

2025

1545

1490

1105

941

1685

'*> at

4.604

(MHz)

4835

3720

2430

1915

1260

958

2390

a

,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

a

1

1

1

1
(

1

1

1

1

Umor

9.210

(MHz)

1210

1185

1205

980

026

786

1080

Uraor

9.210

{MHz)

3580

3310

2205

1755 |

1270 I
977 |

2055 I

frequency of |

1 19.28

1 (MHz)

1 S10

1 533

1 600

1 541

! 559

1 537

I 575

1 42.0» I

I (MHz) 1

1 162 |

1 193 |

1 250 |

1 267 |

1 292 I

1 286 |

1 252 )

frequency of (

1 19.28

(MHz)

2790

2790

1720

1350 |

975 I

765 I

1S4C I

42.09 I

(MHz) I

2625 |

1860 |

1375 |

1127 |

864 |

695 |

1230 I

2H relaxation data of CDJ-PMA/HJO,

conc-0.227 rag equiv/(g of solution), temp«28*C.

In the least-squares fits presented in this paper, a

numerical solution was chosen to cope with this problem. To

assess a particular set of parameters according to eq.(14),

the theoretical relaxation rates of both methylene

deuterons were calculated, and then, taking into account

the conditions of the actual experiments (viz., the length

of time the decay or echo signal was followed, the position

and length of the sampling gate), a theoretical relaxation

curve was constructed from the calculated rates and fit to

a single exponent. In the least-squares fits, this single

rate constant was considered to represent the total

methylene relaxation according to the set of parameters to

be assessed. For the least-squares fits presented in tables

4 and 5, the ratio of the relaxation rates for the two
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methylene deuterons in general was less than about 2 for

both Rj and R2- In three instances, at a'=0.00, 0.05

and 1.04, the simultaneous fits yielded larger ratios, viz.,

of up to 3.5 for Rj and of up to 5 for R2« Although

such ratios normally would be observed experimentally,

under the present experimental circumstances (the

combination of small signal and fast decay, and correspond-

ingly, unfavorable position and length of the sampling

gate), a clear manifestation of such a degree of non-

exponent iallty is not necessarily to be expected. The

influence of the position and length of the sampling gate

on the pre-exponential factors of the inethylene relaxation

and therefore on the detectability of nonexponentiality, is

illustrated with reference to the simultaneous fit for the

methylene transverse relaxation at a'=0.00 and 42 MHz

Larmor frequency- The simultaneous fit yielded a rather

large ratio of 4.2 for the R2*s °f the t w o deuterons. In

the actual spin echo experiment a sampling gate of 0.4 ms

length was used, positioned 0.1 ms after the center of the 1 J

echo. It is easily calculated that, due to the length and I

position of the sampling gate, instead of the theoretical

pre-exponential factors 0.5 and 0.5, the signal as sampled

relaxes with pre-exponential factors of 0.75 and 0.25 for the

slow and fast exponent respectively. Accordingly, the fast

exponent is experimentally much less evident than, prima

facie, would be expected.

In figure 5, a continuous curve could not be calculated,

because the experimental conditions which must necessarily

be known for such a calculation are only available at

frequencies where actual experiments were performed.

In table 3 the parameters, as obtained by least-squares

fits of eq.(8) to the methyl relaxations, are presented for

various degrees of neutralization. Table 4 shows analogous

results for the fits to the methylene relaxation.

Simultaneous fitting of the CD3- and CD2-PMA relaxation

data yields the parameters given in table 5. In table 6

moleculnr dimensions are listed, as obtained by applying

eqs.{l7) and (18) to the fitted values of the diffusion
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coefficients.

DISCUSSION

The model

In the literature many models have been proposed to

account for the observed relaxation behavior of

macromolecules in solution [16]. Although in detail such

models may differ to a considerable extent, nearly all are

similar, in that they use a division of macromolecular

dynamics into overall and local motions.

Usually overall polymeric backbone motion is characterized

by isotropic £17,18] or anisotropic [19] reorientation of a

rotationally diffusive nature, whereas local motions which

relate to local backbone rearrangements and/or to internal

side group rotations or librations, are described by a

variety of more specific models. The backbone

rearrangements relating to correlated motions over several

monomers, have been described by, for example, a "diamond \ j

lattice" model [20] using crankshaft-like simultaneous bond {

jumps, or by way of specific correlation time distributions

[21], resulting in an effective correlation time and a
!

model dependent distribution parameter. I }

The motions of the side groups rigidly attached to the

polymer backbone are in general described by way of

rotational diffusion, either of the unrestricted type or of

the multi(three)-fold-jump type [18]. Also a librational

model has been proposed for the motion of side groups [17].

The choice of the present rotational-diffusion model

does not seek to prove or disprove the correctness of the

rotational-diffusion approach, but since no model in the

literature has so far been presented which is able to

describe in a general way macromolecular dynamics in

solution, it is felt, that this model, while not being

obviously unrealistic, has the important advantage, that it

relates relaxation data to parameters which are physically

interpretable in terms of local geometry and rotational

modes, and yet does not involve a great number of „
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parameters with respect to the relaxation data.

In the present model the complete dynamic behavior of

the methylene and methyl groups of the PMA polymer is

expressed by a single, axial-diffusion tensor. This is

hardly a complete model for the polymer dynamic behavior.

Nevertheless, as the model turns out to be sufficient, the

magnitude of the diffusion coefficients and their relative

values may lead to an indication of the number of monomers

involved cooperatively in the internal dynamics of the

polymer. The necessity to allow for anisotropic motion was

demonstrated in earlier work [4] and is expected from the

stiffness of the PMA-chain as shown by simple molecular

models. Furthermore, introduction of additional detail in

the model is difficult to justify from an experimental

point of view. At this stage, it is preferable to introduce

the minimum number of dynamical features necessary to

explain the observed nuclear relaxation rates.

A question which is closely related to any description

using only a limited number of parameters to characterize a ,

complex system is, of course, what physical significance

can be attached to the parameters. Only in the case that

monomeric local dynamic behaviour is, to a reasonable

extent, homogeneous (i.e., roughly equal for all monomeric

units), will such parameters have simple, local physical

significance.

An ambiguity which is closely related to the present

model for simultaneous fitting of the methyl and methylene

relaxations, pertains to the correct treatment of the

diffusional interrelationship of the methyl and methylene

groups. The assumption of the existence of a single,

overall, rotational-diffusion tensor without further

degrees of freedom except for the internal methyl rotation,

in fact, is the same as assuming that the intramonomeric

rotational diffusion around the backbone carbon-carbon axis

does not occur on average within the longest correlation

time of the anisotropic diffusion. Another option not

chosen in this exercise, would be the introduction of an

additional degree of freedom along the carbon-carbon axis,
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and accordingly, the introduction of an additional

diffusional parameter.

A direct consequence of the present model is the

diffusional, and thus relaxational, inequality of the two

methylene deuterium nuclei (see eq.(14)). In the

experiments of the present study no clear nonexponential

behaviour of the methylene relaxation has been observed.

Numerical analysis of eq.(14), however, showed that for the

frequency range investigated and the anisotropies fitted,

in general the two methylene deuterons will not relax

differently to such extent that, considering the

experimental inaccuracies, distinct nonexponential

behaviour will be observed.

In summary, the model comprises two sets of

transformations connecting the diffusion principal-axis

system with the molecular system of the methyl group and

with that of the methylene group. For a given monomeric

unit the two transformations should be related, the

relation depending on the monomer conformation. In the

present study, the introduction of a distribution of

conformations will not be attempted as the limited accuracy

of the experimental material excludes the characterization j

of such a distribution. Consequently, the orientational

functions extracted from the experiments must be considered

to correspond to averages.

Although, for the methyl group rotation, a three-fold-

jump desciption prima facie seems appropriate, results

indicate that the internal methyl rotation (characterized

by Dj ) is of the same order of magnitude as the faster

backbone motions (characterized by D M ) ; and, accordingly, a

three-site-jump model, instead of unrestricted rotational

diffusion, appears a rather arbitrary nuance.

The fit results

In figures 2 and 3 the typical relaxation behavior of PMA

is illustrated as a function of the degree of

neutralization (a'). The strong influence of neutralization

on the relaxation rates is evident, confirming that

~\
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FIGURE 4
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V (MHz)

SO. 00

Observed 2H relaxation rate» (©.• R z , A s R2) of CD3-PMA/H2O
(conc-0.227 mg equiv/g) a t 28*C and a ' -0 .202 as a function of
the Larmor frequency. The l i n e s are calculated in accordance
with the f i t r e s u l t s aa given in tables 3 and 5.
1) Rj ( f i t to CD3-PMA data only)
2) R2 ( f i t to CD3-PMA data only)
3) Rv ( f i t to CD3- and CD2-PMA data simultaneously)
4) R2 ( f i t to CD3- and COj-PMA data simultaneously)

considerable conformational changes of PMA occur with

increasing a' . Comparison of the two figures further

illustrates a strong frequency dependence of the relaxation

rates in the frequency range investigated, indicating that

at least the major part of the correlation loss is due to

motions in the micro- to nanosecond range. Compare also

tables 1 and 2.

It is apparent from figures 4 and 5 that separate

fitting of the methylene and methyl relaxation data yields

parameters which describe the relaxation behavior

accurately. As can be seen from tables 3 and 4, for both
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FIGURE 5

R1,2

1011/sec o
o

).00 JO.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

V (MHz)
SO. 00

Observed 2H relaxation rate3 (0: Rj, A: R2>
 o f CD2-PMA/H2O

(conc»0.227 mg equiv/g) at 28*C and af-0.213 as a function of

the Larmor frequency. Lines 1 to 4 (drawn as an aid to the eye)

connect the points as calculated in accordance with the f i t

results as given in tables 3 and 4.

1) Rx (fit to CD2-PMA data only)

2) R2 (fit to CD2-PMA data only)

3) Rx (fit to CD3- and C02-PMA data simultaneously)

4) R2 (fit to CD,- and CD2-PMA data simultaneously)

5) R2 (fit to CD2-PMA data using the SY expression)

6) R2 (fit to CD2-PMA data using the SY expression)

forms of PMA and over the whole a' range, large motional

anisotropies (D„ /D±) are found, in complete agreement with

the work of Schriever [4]. In general, anisotropies

resulting from separate fitting of the methyl deuterons,

are larger than the anisotropies from analogous methylene

fitting. The significance of the parameters resulting from

fitting the methyl separately (table 3) is rather limited.

The diffusion coefficients characterizing the internal

methyl rotation (Dj) and the faster backbone motions (D|( )
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1degree of
1 neutral.

I 0.000
I 0.044
1 0.093
( 0.144
I 0.202
1 0.299
1 0.394 |
I 0.614 |
1 1.035 |

1 «
. r

I 37*

39*

6 2 #

67*

64*

62*

56*

62* I

75* |

1 Dj_.
|106 1/s

t 1-3
0.87
0.16
0.61
0.86
1.1

0.14*
1.8 I
3 . 9

1 D| .
|10S l /«

1 5.5
5 . 3

1 7.3
7 . 9

7 . 7

7 . 5

6 . 1

5.5 i
6.0 |

I Dj

I107 1/»

1 9.2

8 . 5

6 . 7

7 .2

10

18

29 I

24 I

13 I

a |
1 ( t ) (

4 1
4 |

3 |

3 |

2 1

4 I

3 |
4 |
3 1

Weighted least-square fits to the CD3-PMA 2H

relaxation data at five frequencies (2.6 to 42 2H MHz)

as a function of the degree of neutralization.

Equation 8 was applied.

•) underdetermination of D^ due to the near "magic angle"

value of /}' (see also text).

*•) average relative deviation in fitted relaxation rates.

are of the same order of magnitude so that, with regard to

the fits, some interference may have occurred between these

parameters. Secondly, due to the manner in which the

diffusion coefficients are combined to give actual

correlation times (eq.(12)), the D, coefficient effectively

influences only one of the resulting correlation times

(i.e., TQ) when the anisotropy ratio Dy/D^ is much larger

than 1. For small values of Di with respect to the

frequency range investigated, the Lorentzian which

corresponds to 7"0=l/(6D^), only contributes to the

transverse relaxation rates through its value at zero

frequency, whereas it does not contribute at all to the

longitudinal relaxation rates. This "underdetermination" is

of less importance for the methylene fits than for the

methyl fits, where the fitted geometrical amplitude CQQ

for the purely ^-dependent Lorentzian is very small, i.e.,

about 1 % of the total amplitude -Ec^j (eq.(ll)) as

opposed to 15-50 % for the analogous amplitude AQ

(eq.(15)) in the methylene fits. Accordingly, the D. -values

I !
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TABLE 4

|degree of

| neutral.

I 0.000*

1 0.052

1 0.154

1 0.213

1 0.296

I 0.411 |

1 1.043

a

3'
15*

31'
34'
52*
56*
22'

f>
I

54*
56*

45'
49*
40*
69*
56'

DJ.'
|106 1/sJlO8 1/s

4.0
4.3

6.7

9.3 1

8.2

12.3 I

8.6 |

0.77

0.87

1.7

2.8 |

4.3
3.3 I

2.4

a" I
(%) 1

5 |

13 |

S |

6 1

4 J

6 1

5 |

Weighted least-square fits to the CD2-PMA
 2H

relaxation data at five frequencies (2.6 to 42 2H «Hz'

as a function of the degree of neutralization.

Equation 14 was applied.

*) relaxation data at 2.6 MHz were not available.

**) average relative deviation in fitted relaxation rates.

calculated from the methylene relaxation data, are the more

significant ones.

In agreement with this argument, the simultaneous fits

of the methyl and methylene relaxation data yield diffusion

coefficients (DII,DI) which rather closely resemble the ones

found by fitting the methylene data separately (table 4).

Directly related to the latter observation is the fact that

methyl relaxation data can be fit with rather different

sets of parameters without too great an influence on the

quality of the fit, a fact which stresses the importance of

combining or at least comparing data from closely related,

but independent sources.

In the remainder of this discussion any reference to fit

fits concerns the results of simultaneous fitting of the

methyl and methylene data, as presented in table 5.

Interpretation of the fits in terms of the degree of

neutralization la') is difficult and can only be of a

general nature. In the backbone motions as characterized by

Dn and Di, an increase in mobility is observed in going

from a'=0.0 to 0.4, which corresponds to the, by now, well

established conformational change of PMA in this

neutralization range, whereby the densely coiled structure
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degree of

neutral.

J

0.000

0.052/
0.044

0.154
0.144

0.213

0.296/

Zo.2021

0.299

0.411/
0.394

1.043/
1.035

24'

24'

29*

32'

39*

43'

81*

I |106 l/s|108 l/a|107 1/»

29* I 33'

34* I 30*

66* I 45*

I
54* I 52*

I
61' I 44*

62* I 42*

3.0

2.6

2.9

5.5

7.2

12

I I
15" I 18' I 4.6

1.1

1.3

1.6

2.5

3.9

4.4

3.0

39

34

33

30

33

36

22

O

Simultaneous, weighted least-square fita to the CD3-

and CD2-PMA H relaxation data at five frequencies (2.6 to

42 ^H MHz) as a function of the degree of neutralization.

Equations 8 and 14 were applied.

*) average relative deviation in fitted relaxation rates.

at very low Ct' is replaced by the more extended structure

at high a' [1-4]. From Ct'-Q.^ upwards, the mobility of the

backbone decreases somewhat, in agreement with normal

polyelectrolyte behavior.

For the internal methyl rotation as characterized by Dj

a different behavior is found, Dj being almost

independent of the degree of neutralization. This result

clearly indicates that the internal methyl rotation is not

or only marginally influenced by the conformational change

of PMA in the lower a' region. The internal rotational-

correlation time, which is now found to be about 0.5 nsec,

is indicative of relatively low rotatory mobility of the

methyl group in PMA, e.g., compared to values found in

literature for the methyl rotation in other systems, values

which range from 0.001 to 0.1 nsec [18,22-24]. The

apparently strong steric hindrance of the methyl rotation

in PMA is also illustrated by comparison with the D»

diffusion coefficient characterizing the faster components
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in the backbone motion, the corresponding correlation time

ranging from 0.4 to about 1.5 nsec.

Apart from the result at ar' = 1.04, the present

diffusional and geometric parameters are in close agreement

with those calculated by Schriever [25], which he obtained

by combining methyl proton with methylene deuteron data.

Accordingly, it may be concluded that the present sets of

diffusional and geometric parameters describe not only the

frequency dependence of the methylene and methyl deuteron

relaxation behaviour, but also the corresponding methyl

proton behavior, which is a strong indication of the

significance of the present fit results.

Due to the fact that the description of the methylene

relaxation requires two Euler transformation angles (a,ƒ3) ,

it is possible to get an indication of the average

orientation of the Dj| axis of the diffusion tensor relative

to the methylene group. Given such an orientation, in

principle it is possible to calculate the orientation of

the methyl rotation axis relative to the methylene group

from the transformation angle (ƒ$'), thereby completely

determining the average overall monomer conformation. j

Unfortunately, for the sets of triplets [a,f!>,f!>') no unique j

solutions can be calculated. As the methylene deuteron are }

indistinguishable due to the symmetric geometry, and ]

diffusional orientation has no sign actached to it,

multiple solutions are introduced for the average

conformation of the overall monomer.

Accordingly, only the orientation of the D|| axis

relative to the methylene group has been calculated. This

orientation is uniquely determined if one leaves aside the

duplicate solution due to a mirroring through the plane of

the methylene group. Notwithstanding the variation in the

values of Euler angles (a,/5) with the degree of

neutralization, a rather similar orientation of the D,, axis

is calculated for the whole a' range. Relative to a

cartesian axis system with the z axis along the bisector of

the methylene angle (DCD) and the x axis parallel to the

line connecting the methylene deuterons, the orientation or
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the DII axis can be characterized by an azimuthal angle of

29'+ 14' and a polar angle of 111*+ 4'.

Relation to hydrodynamical particle dimensions

It is extremely complex to link, in a quantitive way,

time scales to dynamical dimensions for irregularly shaped

flexible polymers in solution. In the past only limited

attempts have been *»ade to develop dynamical models which

relate extractable model parameters to dimensional features

of the polymer. Recently, Skolnick and Yaris have proposed

a two-parameter damped diffusion model C26-283 using a

short-wavelength cut-off and a damping constant. An attempt

was made to fit the present CD2-PMA deuteron relaxation

data to the expression [26,28] derived for this model.

However, as by way of example is illustrated for Or'=0.213

in figure 5, wherein a typical damped diffusion model fit

is shown, over the whole range of neutralization the model

proved unable to reproduce the experimental data. The

limited number of adjustable parameters in combination with j

a fixed value for the quadrupolar interaction renders the

model incapable of simultaneously coping with the

relaxation results over the whole frequency range as :

measured. I

Since, at present, no clear theory or suitable model *

seems available, it is felt worthwile to relate the fitted

diffusion coefficients to hydrodynamic particle dimensions

by using the well-known expressions for ellipsoids of

revolution derived by Perrin [11],

Rotatory frictional coefficients depend on the shape and

size of a particle and on the location of the rotation axes

with respect to the axes of the particle. Accordingly,

information can be obtained about the particle dimensions

through the frictional coefficients (f), which are related

to the rotational diffusion coefficients by D^kT/f. In

the case of anisotropy, rotational diffusion coefficients

can be extracted from experimental NMR data only

indirectly. Using a rotation diffusion model such as the

present one, it is possible to obtain the separate
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TABLE 6

1 degree of
I neutral.

I 0.000
1

1

''0-1 5 4/0 .144

,0.213/ .
1 '0.2021

1 i
,0.296/ ,
1 '0.2991

| 1

1 1
,0.411/ ,
' '0.394'
i i
1 1
, 1 . 0 4 3 / ,
1 ' 1 . 035 '

D , .
10 8 1/»

1.1

1.3

1.6

2 .5

3.9 |

4 . 4

3.0 |

1 D± .
HO6 1/»

1

1 1.3

I 2.6
1

2 . 9

5 .5

7 . 2

12.0 |

4.6 |

1 2a

I 156

168

162

128

120

98

140

1 2b
1 (A)

10.7

9 . 6

8 .7

7 .7

6 .5

6 .7

6 . 8

| 2a

1 (A)

64

77

82

72

81

64

90 |

1 (cp) I

14.0 1

9.5 1

7.4 I

5.7 I

3.1 1

1

3.6 I

I

3.8 I

Hydrodynamical dimensions {prolate ellipsoid approximation),

calculated from the rotational diffusion coefficients (Dj ,D, )

as obtained from the simultaneous least-squares fits of the

CD2- and CD3-PMA relaxation data.

•) assuming: 17» *7water"
 1 c ?

••) aasumingt 2b - 4.4 A.

diffusion coefficients along the principal axes of the

diffusion tensor.

The approximation of the PMA chain as a prolate

ellipsoid of revolution of a shape corresponding to the

fitted diffusion parameters is a crude simplification, but

the large anisotropy found for the backbone tensor clearly

indicates considerable differences in directional

correlation of the chain between the orientation parallel

and perpendicular to the Dy-axis. In order to acquire an

estimate of the linear dimensions corresponding to the

present sets of diffusion coefficients, calculations were

made using eqs.(17) and (18). The results are presented in

table 6.

Without further assumptions, only the ratio, p, of the

long (a) and short (b) semi-axes of the representative

ellipsoid can be obtained by solving eqs.(17) and (>8).

This ratio varies within a range of from 15 to 20 (* **J
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columns 4 and 5) and does not show a distinct a'

dependence.

In order to extract further information from eqs. (17)

and (18), it is necessary to introduce an estimated value

for either the viscosity or the length of one of the semi-

axes. Taking in a first approach the viscosity of the local

medium equal to that of pure water, the nominal lengths of

the ellipsoid axes are calculated as given in columns 4 and

5. The length of the long axis ranges from about 100 to

160 A, and that of the short axis from about 6.5 to 10.5 A.

Notwithstanding the rather improbable value for the

viscosity, the calculated values for the short axis appear

surprisingly realistic, when one realizes that the
0

unhydrated chain has an estimated diameter of about 4.4 A
o

and any shell of hydration adds another 5 to 6 A.
In a more realistic approach the short axis is set equal

to the estimated diameter of the unhydrated chain. It is

then possible to solve for the long axis of the ellipsoid

and the viscosity of the surrounding local medium. Results |

of these calculations are presented in the last two columns

of table 6. Values for the long axis range from about 65 to

90 A, and "local" viscosities are found which are 3 to 14

times the viscosity of pure water.

In simplest approach, for the present PMA concentration

of about 0.2 mg equiv/g an average interchain distance is
o

calculated of about 60 A, assuming the total volume of the
solution to be distributed evenly among infinitely long

cylindrical polymer molecules. The values for the length of

the long axis in the 6th column of table 6 seem the more

realistic ones. Also, the behaviour of the "local"

viscosity as a function of a' seems, at least in the sense

of hindrance by neighboring chains, to comply with the

picture of a more densely coiled PMA conformation at low a'

and a more extended conformation at high a* .

The question arises as to how the calculated dimensions

compare with some of the characteristic lengths commonly

used in statistical descriptions of semi-rigid or flexible

wormlike polymers in solution, viz., the persistence length
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and the end-to-end distance.

If the contour length is much larger than the

persistence length (L_), the situation in the present

system, the Kuhn length (L), which corresponds to a

statistically unrestricted reorienting polymer segment,

equals 2LD. Assuming that the Kuhn length may be set

equal to the length of the long axis resulting from the

prolate ellipsoid model, Lp is found to be within the

range of from 30 to 45 A. It has been shown C29,30], that

the persistence length for a charged polymer molecule is

the simple sum of the intrinsic polymer persistence length

(LJ) and the electrostatic persistence length (Le),

i.e., L =L^+Le. Using the expression as derived by

the same authors [29,30], the electrostatic persistence

length for the present solutions is calculated to range

from about 1 A at or'=0.05 to about 20 A at a1 =1.04. If the

effective chaLge density is used from the condensation

theory C31], the maximal electrostatic persistence length

is even smaller and equals about 10 A. Accordingly, the '

intrinsic persistence length is found to be in the order of

30 A (about 12 monomeric units), which is an acceptable

value in view of the apparent rigidity of PMA.

The average end-to-end distance (h) of a randomly coiled

polymer with contour length Lc and persistence length L

can be shown to be: ^h \ = 2L_L_ for L_»L_.

Using a monomer length of 2.5 A and the above estimations

of the persistence length, the end-to-end distance in the

CD2-PMA solutions is estimated to be about 400 to 500 A,

and the end-to-end distance in the CD3-PMA solutions to

be about 650 to 800 A. Comparing the calculated dimensions

of the hydrodynamic entity with the estimated end-to-end

distance, it is evident that the hydrodynamic dimensions,

and therefore the rotational diffusion coefficients Dy and

D|_, do not relate to overall macromolecular dimensions., but

rather to fractions of the polymer chain. Apparently, D^and

D|_ refer to the average fraction of the polymer chain in

which intermonomer directional correlation is preserved on

a timescale larger than l/(6Di) . The latter observation is
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in full agreement with the assumption, which was implicitly

made in this exercise, that, for the polymer used here, the

relaxation behavior is independent of molecular weight.

It is interesting that the ellipsoid particle length of
o

about 65 to 90 A, which indicates the involvement of about

25 to 35 monomeric units, is also in close agreement with

the results from potentiometric studies on cooperative

conformational transitions of PMA with increasing degree of

ionization [32]. From the analysis of the potentiometric

titration curves the average number of monomeric units,

which cooperatively transform from the densily coiled

conformations of PMA to the more extended conformations,

was calculated to be about 30. Such a figure, which is an

indication of the dimension of the polymeric segment to be

considered statistically independent, is surprisingly

similar to the figure obtained from the present study.

CONCLUSIONS

i I
The present study has shown the applicability of the

rotational-diffusion model in the description of multi-

nuclear relaxation behavior of PMA. Over the whole a' range

frequency-dependent relaxation data could be simultaneously

analyzed in terms of common sets of parameters describing

fairly accurately both methyl and methylene deuteron data.

Moreover, the fitted diffusion parameters were in close

agreement with previous results from a study on methylene-

deuteron and methyl-proton relaxation data, so that a

coherent description of the PMA relaxation behavior has

been achieved. It is further established, that the observed

relaxation behavior involves considerable motional

anisotropy and strongly hindered methyl rotation, the

latter being only marginally ex' dependent.

By using the expressions for rotational friction of a

prolate ellipsoid of revolution it has been possible to

calculate hydrodynamical particle dimensions, which, con-

sidering the crudeness of the method, yielded surprisingly

realistic values in view of the chain diameter, interchain
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distance and persistence length. Clearly, for PMA such

dimensions, and accordingly rotational-diffusion

coefficients, do not relate to motions of the whole

polymer molecule, but rather relate to motions of limited

parts of the single backbone chain.

APPENDIX

The spherical electric field gradient tensor elements

by:

Bm are defined in terms of the Cartesian tensor elements

Bo - H

B±1= +(

B+2= 1/

/g(2V - V

vzx ± iVzy>

_ (v — V
O V v v v w

XX

+

" vyy}

i2V )

and, consequently, the nuclear quadrupole tensor elements

Q for spin I are defined by:

0+1-

Q+2=
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CHAPTER VI

DEUTERON RELAXATION IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF

POLY(METHACRYLIC ACID). A COMPARISON OF MODELS.

ABSTRACT

H relaxation data of the methylene- and methyl-

deuterated forms of poly{methacrylic acid) in aqueous

solution were previously analyzed in terms of an

anisotropic rotation diffusion model [4]. In the present

paper the same data are analyzed using (1) a multi-

Lorentzian description, (2) a model-free description as

proposed by Lipari and Szabo C5J, and (3) the damped

diffusion model proposed by Skolnick and Yaris [6,7].

The various analyses are compared and the anisotropic

rotation diffusion model is found to be preferable in terras j

of the number of parameters needed to reproduce the

experimental data.
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INTRODUCTION

For the last two decades many NMR relaxation studies

have focused on macromolecular solution dynamics.

Potentially, NMR relaxation experiments yield a wealth of

information on both solvent and solute dynamics. Due to the

complexity of these systems, it is usually necessary to

approach the analysis of the relaxation data by way of

postulating a simplifying model for the system dynamics in

order to reduce the very large number of parameters to a

manageable few. Until now, the major emphasis has always

been on the development of suitable dynamical models,

which, while retaining an acceptable level of physical

reality, are mathematically manageable to obtain

appropriate relaxation expressions. This approach has led

to » variety of dynamical models, for a considerable number

of which it is unclear whether or not they are capable of

reproducing experimental data in any general sense. The

question whether the information obtained from fitting to { '

one particular model, has more significance than that

obtained from fitting to any other model, or is even

justified on the basis of the available experimental data,

is often not fully considered. In recent literature [1] an

increased tendency is observed to pay more attention to

this problem, for instance, through comparison of a number j

of dynamical models with regard to the same set of

experimental data [2], or by using a "model free" approach

with a minimum of physical assumptions [33.

In a previous paper [4], field-dependent deuteron

relaxation data of two partially deuterated forms of

poly(methacrylic acid) in aqueous solution at variable

degree of neutralization have been analysed in terms of an

anisotropic rotation diffusion model. In the present paper

the above-mentioned PMA deuteron relaxation data are

analysed using an empirical multi-Lorentzian approach,

wherein the >-claxation data are expressed as sums of two or

three independent Lorentzian lines, and which, apart from

the assumption of the Lorentzian shape, does not require
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any additional physical assumptions.

For further comparison, an analysis is made in terms of

the model-free approach as suggested by Lipari and Szabo

[5], who describe the fast internal motions of the polymer

dynamics using two model-independent parameters, viz., (1)

a generalized order parameter, which is a measure of the

degree of spatial restriction of the internal motion, and

(2) an effective correlation time, which is a measure of

the rate of the internal motion.

Finally, the damped orientational diffusion model as

recently proposed by Skolnick and Yaris [6,7] is applied.

This physically rather simple, and therefore, prima facie,

attractive two-parameter model uses a short wavelength

cut-off and a damping-constant parameter.

From the results of this comparitive study, an

assessment will be made, whether model-free analyses of the

PMA relaxation data or an analysis in terms of the

physically simple Skolnick and Yaris model are feasible,

and, closely related thereto, whether the anisotropic » »

rotation-diffusion model as previously used, is justified

with respect to the number of parameters and relative

complexity of the model.

THEORETICAL SECTION *

In this paper various approaches are used to the

description of the polymer deuteron relaxation of the

methyl- and methylene-deuterated forms of PMA (CDo- and

CDj-PMA). In this section a summary will be given of the

appropriate expressions used in each of the descriptions.

The general expression for the deuterium quadrupolar

relaxation in liquids is well known [8]:

Rl = / / 2

R2= l/8(eQ/n)
2[3/2J0(0)+5/2J1(<u)+J2(26;)2 (2)

where the spectral density, Jm(a>), is defined by:
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,oo
=1 Gm{T) .exp[-iwT3dT (3)

-CD

The correlation functions of the electric-field-gradient

tensor, Gm(T), are:

Gm<T) = <Bjn(O).Bm(T)*> (4)

where the Bm's are the electric-field-gradient tensor

elements and the averaging is relative to the laboratory

frame. It is convenient to introduce the reduced

correlation functions:

G(T) = G n ( T ) / G ( 0 ) (5)

where

which are supposed to be the same for all m. Neglecting the

deviation of the field gradient from cylindrical symmetry,

the reduced spectral density, J((O), which is defined

analogous to expression (3) with G(T) instead of Gm(r),

is related to Jm((*>) by: <

J(CJ) = t3/10(eq)
2;r1.Jm(&>) for all m. (6)

Anisotropic rotation diffusion model i

Details of the anisotropic rotation diffusion model used

in this exercise and the derivation of the appropriate

expressions for the reduced time-correlation function,

G ( T ) , have been described previously [4]. For the reader's

convenience the final expressions are given for the reduced

spectral density of the polymer deuteron relaxation of

CD2- and CD3-PMA.

For the methyl deuterons one obtains:

2 2
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and

Ci;j= 2(|Dji(0
o,/*,0°)l2+jD_ji(0°,/5,0°)t

2).

(9)

For the methylene deuterons one obtains:

2
J(a>)= 2 E A, T. 11+co2^2)-1 (10)

where

+±2(Dj| -Dj)
2]'1 (11)

and

A ^ | IJ Dji(Ct,/3,0
o).D0j(0°/^-,0°)J

2.(2-S0i) (12)

i

In these expressions D|| , D, are the elements of the axial J j

diffusion tensor; Dj the one-dimensional diffusion

element of the methyl axis rotation; j3 denotes the angle

between the DM axis and the methyl rotation axis? j5~ is

either 35.25° or 144.75° (depending on the particular !

methylene deuteron) ; and (X, /i denote the Euler angles

describing the transformation of the D,. axis to the j

deuteron-deuteron axis in the methylene group.

Multi-Lorentzian approach

In an empirical multi-Lorentzian description no a priori

assumptions are made, except that the total dynamical

behaviour can be characterized by a sum of exponential

functions, each of which corresponds to a motional mode

averaging-out only part of the quadrupolar interaction

vector.

For the reduced correlation function one has:

G(T)= I a^xpt-T/j-J (13)
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and, correspondingly;

J{Cü)= 2 I a^T^(l + U)2Ti
2)~1 (14)

Since G(T) and J{(x)) are reduced, the sum of the

coefficients, a^, is normalized to unity.

Model-free approach

In the model-free approach as proposed by Lipari and

Szabo [5], it is assumed that overall and internal motions

are independent, and that the total reduced correlation

function can be written as a product of an overall and an

internal correlation function:

G(T)= G0(T).GI(T) (15)

where GQ(T) and Gj(T) are the reduced correlation

functions describing the overall and internal motion

respectively. The internal motion is assumed to be } j

characterized by a correlation function of the form: j •

G T ( T ) = S
2+(l-S2)expC-T/_ ] (16)

x le I
j

where Te is an effective correlation time, and S is the

generalized order parameter. S, which is a measure of the '

spatial restriction of the internal motion, is defined:

S2= lim GT(T) (17)
T — o o •••

The effective correlation time Te is accordingly defined:

Te= Cl-S2]""1 I (G-jUJ-S^dT (18)
•'o

Anticipating the result that the overall motion is clearly

anisotropic, GQ(T) is assumed to have a form similar to

expression (13):

G0(T)« Z, a^xpt-r/^1 (19)
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The multi-Lorentzian form of GQ(T) is chosen as it

enables a characterization of the overall motion which can

readily be extracted from the multi-Lorentzian analysis of

the methylene relaxation data. Since the methylene

deuterons are rigidly attached to the PMA backbone, a

correlation function which is able to reproduce the

observed methylene relaxation, should also provide a

suitable description of the overall motion. Accordingly, in

the model-free approach the total reduced correlation

function is:

G(T)= ( ? aiexpL--T/T ])(S
2+(1-S2)exp[-T/T ]) (20)

i i 'e

and the corresponding reduced spectral density:

J M - f2a i [S 2 T i / ( 1 + w 2 T 2 ) + ( l -S2)T e / i / [ 1 + w2 2,] (21)
X X KZ 0 X

with T- •= (1/T +1/- ) .

' i e ' I

Damped diffusion model

Starting point of the damped diffusion model as

described by Skolnick and Yaris [6,7], is a damped

diffusion equation describing the diffusion along the

polymer backbone of the single-bond orientational

probability p(x):

/?(t) = D Axp- ftp (22)

where x is the position along the polymer chain, D is the

diffusion constant, and |J is the damping constant. After

considerable manipulation one obtains for the reduced

correlation function:

] (23)

and for the reduced spectral density:

Cc/4kln(A/B)+s/2karctan(2ks/(k2_1))]/5 (24)
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where

A= l-2kc+k2 B= l+2kc+k2 (24a)

.^2,] s= 1/2-^2+2^/^2^2,] (24b)

(24c)

with <5= DOJC , a)c being necessarily introduced as a

short wavelength cut-off corresponding to a smallest

motional unit.

RESULTS AND DISCUSION

Data and fit results are presented from deuteron NMR

relaxation experiments which were performed on two

partially deuterated forms of poly(methacrylic acid), viz.,

methylene-deuterated (CD2-PMA) and methyl-deuterated

(CD3-PMA). The characterization and synthesis of the two ?

polymers have been described previously Z9]. For details as

to the type, method and accuracy of the actual NMR

experiments, reference is made to the previous paper by the

same authors [4],

Samples having degrees of neutralization varying from

completely unneutralized (O'l=0.0) to fully neutralized

(ar'=l.O) were measured at five magnetic field strengths,

the corresponding Larmor frequencies ranging from 2.6 2H

MHz to 42 H MHz. For the completely unneutralized CD2~

PMA sample, it proved experimentally not possible to obtain

meaningful relaxation data at the lowest field strength,

and accordingly, data are only available at the four higher

field strengths.

Since the PMA relaxation behaviour shows a strong

dependence on both frequency and degree of neutraliation,

it is clear that these experiments should yield a

considerable amount of information on the reorientational

behaviour of the samples, and accordingly, provide

attractive material for probing and comparing modelistic
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TABLE 1

2H Spectral Densities of CO3-PMA in Water as a Function

of the Frequency and the Decree of Neutralization la').

0

0

\^2n

000

044

1 0

1 (MHz)

I 400

1 (4)b

1 449

(4)

335

(4)

200

(5)
—

132 |

(5)

84 |

(6) |

159 |

(5) |

| 2.6

I (MHz)

I 208

1 (39)

I 241

(37)

158

(41)

140

(24)

87

(25)

71

(23) |

131 I

(22) |

1 4.9

1 (MHz)

I 145

1 (19)

I 141

(21)

148

1 (16)-

120

(14)

87

(13)

73

(12) |

in 1
(13) 1

J' lw)a

(in l/sec)

1 9.2

I 'MHz)

1 143

1 (12)

1 154

1 (12)

1 135

1 (12)

[ 118

(11)

85

(9)

77

(8) j

108 |

(9) |

19

(MHz)

89

(8)

92

(8)

92

(8)

92

(7)

72 |

(6) |

63 I

(6) I

82 |

(7) I

1 40

1 (MHz)

1 72

1 (5)

1 78

1 (7)

I 80

1 (7)

73

(4)

65 |

(4) |

62 |

(4) |

78 t

(4) |

1

1

1 84 |

(MHz) |

46 |

1 (3) I

1 46 |

(4) 1

46 I

(4) |

47 |

(3) I

44 r

(3) I

42 |

(3) I

52 |

(3) I

conc»0.227 mg equiv/(g of solution), temp"28*C.

a) J'(&>) - 3/80(e
2qQ/n)

2.J(w).

b) standard deviation (in %) as obtained by transformation of

the estimated errors in the observed relaxation rates.

approaches to the description of such behaviour.

Although, of course, the relaxation rates are the

observed quantities in NMR relaxation experiments, it is

felt that the spectral density is the basic quantity of

intorest. In general, a random set of relaxation rates

corresponds to an underdetermined set of spectral densities

(tti relaxation rates versus 2n+l spectral densities). The

five Larmor frequencies of the present experiments were

selected such that, in fair approximation, each subsequent

frequency was equal to twice the previous one. Accordingly,
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TABLE 2

2H Spectral Densities of CO2-PHA in Water as a Function

of the Frequency and the Degree of Neutralization (a*).

V/2«
a' \

0.000

0.052

0.154

0.213

0.296

0.411

1.043

1 J'«w)a

1 (in l/.ec)

1 0

1 (MHz)

1 1582

1 (5) b

1144

1 (5)

738

1 (6)

565

(4)

335

(6)

250

(5) I

639 I

(5)

I 2.6

1 (MHZ)

I

1 1456

1 (60)

1 586

1 (50)

316

(53) I

321 |

(29) I

293 I

(25) |

472 |

(57) |

1 4.9

1 (MHz)

I 644

1 (96)

1 61S

(53)

451

(28)

356

(25) I

214

(19)
—. .»•»

177 |

(15) I

451 |

(29) |

I 9.2

1 (MHz)

I 399

1 (43)

1 390

1 (26)

285

1 (16)

287

(13)

229

(11)

198

(11) I

317 |

(19) |

1 19

1 (MHz)

1 198

1 (25)

I 218

1 (18)

1 229

1 (13)

169

ill)

146

(7)

136

(7) I

193 |

(12) |

1 40

1 (MHz)

1 78

1 (IB)

1 78

1 (15)

1 92

1 (ID

1 93

(8)

104

(7)

101 |

(4) |

95 |

(9) |

1 84

1 (MHz)

1 26

1 (14)

1 30

1 (10)

1 39

1 (7)

1 43

(5)

47

(5)

46

(4)

39

(7)

conc-0.227 mg equiv/(g of solution), temp»28*C.

a) J'U») - 3/eo(e
2qQ/n)

2.J(u)).

b) standard deviation (in I) as obtained by transformation of

the estimated errors in the observed relaxation rates.

the sets of ten relaxation times (Rj and Rj at five

frequencies) could be transformed to seven spectral

densities (at frequencies ranging from 0 to 84 H MHz).

All fit results in this paper have been calculated with

respect to these sets of spectral densities, which are

listed in tables 1 and 2 for CD3- and CD2-PMA

respectively. Since the transformations of the relaxation

rates to the spectral densities were performed without any

restricting conditions, for some samples the sets of

spectral densities do not constitute a fully monotonie
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decreasing sequence with increasing frequency. It should be

noted however, that in such instances standard deviations

are obtained, which do not lead to contradiction with or

exclusion of the Lorentzian form of the spectral density

functions. The actual observed relaxation rates are listed

in the previous paper by the same authors [4].

Expressions for the spectral density functions were

fit to the sets of seven spectral densities using a

weighted least-squares fitting procedure [10]. The

weighting factors for the spectral densities were obtained

from the transformed estimated errors of the relaxation

rate measurements. To avoid large numbers of error figures

the goodness of a fit result is characterized by only a

single quantity, the average normalized error, (Aj)av.

This quantity is retrieved from the set of deviations of

the fitted spectral densities from the experimental

spectral densities as follows. Firstly, the deviations are

normalized with respect to the corresponding standard

deviations, <r(J) , which were obtained by transformation of

the estimated errors in the observed relaxation rates.

Subsequently, the average over the whole set of normalized

deviations is taken. Thus the average normalized error is ,

defined: '

v= [ '
Jfit-Jobs'/a(j) ] (25)

wherein the average is taken over the seven spectral

densities. To exemplify, a (Aj)av of e.g. 1.5 refers to a

fit where the deviations of the fitted spectral densities

to the corresponding observed densities ara on an average

1.5 times the estimated errors in the observed densities.

As a rough indication, one could say that fits having a

(Ajr)av<l represent the observed data in a satisfactory

manner, whereas fits having a (Aj)av>l do not.

Standard deviations in the fit parameters were calculated

according to standard statistical techniques for weighted

least-squares fitting [11]•

In general, the simple motional model of isotropic
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TABLE 3

2-Lorentsian Description of CD3-PMA Relaxation.

1 a'
1

1 0.000
I 0.044
I 0.144
| 0.202
| 0.299
I 0.394
I 1.03S

1 a 0
%

1 11

1 11
9

1 13
13

24

6 1

1 ax

t

89

89

91

87

87

76

94 I

|a(a1)
t

1

1

1

1

3

22

1

1 T 0

na

1 38

45

36

11

5 .6

2 . 4

17 I

\

8

7

9

11

18

37

17

T l
ns

0.84

0.85
0.84
0.76
0.60
0.41
0.88 |

t

2

2

2

3

6

44

2

WJ)avl

1 1.91 |

2.09 |
2.14 I
1.87 |
1.81 |
0.88 |
1.33 I

Weighted least-squares fits to the CD3-PMA ZH

relaxation data at five frequencies (2.6 to 42 2H MHz)

as a function of the degree of neutralization ia')*

Equation (14) was applied.

reorientation has been found to be inconsistent with

experimental data on the relaxation behaviour of dilute

polymer solutions. Also, for aqueous solutions of PMA it

has been shown that spectral density functions in terras of

a single Lorentzian do not lead to a satisfactory

description of the relaxation phenomena. The simplest

approach to anisotropic reorientational behaviour is then

the empirical construction of correlation functions in

terms of sums of exponentials resulting in the spectral

densities of the form given in expression (14). The lack of

any direct physical interpretability normally is a severe

drawback of this approach. However, in present study, an

analysis using correlation functions which are free sums of

exponentials (i.e., having no parametrical restrictions on

coefficients and exponents), provides a necessary frame of

references for assessing less model-free descriptions as to

their fitting ability versus the number of describing

parameters.

Accordingly, the experimental data were fit to sums of

two and three Lorentzians, the results of which are listed

in tables 3 to 6. Since the sun» of the coefficients is

normalized, the two-Lorentzian fits are described by three
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TABLE 4

2-Lorentzlan Description of CD2-PHA Relaxation.

1 a'

I o.ooo*
I 0.052
I 0.154
I 0.213
I 0.296
I 0.411
1 1.043 I

• «0
*

73

70

52

40

31

38

52

1 «!
I t

1 27

1 30
48

I 60
69

62

48 |

\ t

*•

1 10
7

1 4
4

6

7

1 T 0
I n»

1 25

1 19
14

15

10

6 . 0

13

\OlTQ)
\ %

1 6
9

8

11

10

a

* i
n*

3 . 1

1 . 1

1 .1

1 . 0

0.97 |
0.72
1.0 1

ffCTj)

t

10

6

4

5

10

6 I

KAJ)av |

0.39 |
0.62 |
1.24 t
1.08 |
1.54^|
1.58 |
0.S8 |

Weighted least-squares fits to the CDj-PHA 2H

relaxation data at five frequencies (2.6 to 42 2H MHz)

as a function of the degree of neutralization (Of*).

Equation (14) was applied.

*) relaxation data at 2.6 MHz were not available.

**) trial and error fitting procedure was followed,

no error matrix was calculated.

independent parameters (a,, TQ and T, ).

Likewise, the three-Lorentzian fits are described by five

independent parameters (a,, a~» TQ, TI and Tj).

For the majority of the CD3-PMA samples, the description

in terms of two Lorentzians (table 3) yields average

normalized deviations which are unacceptably high. Clearly,

such description is not consistent with the observed

relaxation data. The two-Lorentzian fits to the CD2-PMA

data (table 4) prove to be somewhat better, although, in

particular in the mid a' range, no close description of the

observed methylene relaxation behaviour is achieved. A

major improvement is observed in going from a two-

Lorentzian to a three-Lorentzian description (tables 5 and

6). For all CD2- and CD3-PMA samples the three-

Lorentzian fits yield (Aj)av's in the range of from 0.1

to 0.8, again the fits to the CD2-PMA data being somewhat

better than those to the CD3-PMA data. The fit parameters

are much less well determined now than in the case of the

two-Lorentzian fits, but this is to be expected in view of

the increased number of parameters. Although the standard
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FIGURE 1

20

Multi-Lorentzian description of CD?-PMA relaxation at a'-0.000.

(•): Spectral densities of CD2-PMA (cono»0.227 mg equiv/g),

obtained from the observed longitudinal and transverse relaxation

rates at four frequencies ranging from 4.6 to 42 MHz (temp«28*C).

J'(O» - 3/BO(e
2qQ/n)

2.J(W).

Line (1) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the 2-Lorentzian description listed in table 4.

Line (2) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the 3-Lorentzian description listed in table 6.

deviations of the fit parameters are of course relevant to

assess the nominal significance of such parameters, they

give no indication whether the expression to which is

fitted, is suitable or justified»

For the samples at Ct'^0.0 and a1 =«1.0 multi-Lorentzian fit

results are graphically illustrated in figures 1, 2 and 3,

4 respectively.

An empirical description using more than three

Lorentzians, although in principle possible with respect to

the number of data points, cannot be expected to lead to a
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FIGURE 2

( M H z )

Multi-Lorentzian description of CD-»-PMA relaxation at a'-0.000.

(»): Spectral densities of CD3-PMA (conc»0.227 rag equiv/g),

obtained from the observed longitudinal and transverse relaxation

rates at five frequencies ranging from 2.6 to 42 MHa (temp«28*C)•

J ' M - 3/80(e
2q0/n)

2.J(w).

Line (1) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the 2-Lorentzian description listed in table 3.

Line (2) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the 3-Lorentzian description listed in table 5.

i

meaningfully better description of the observed behaviour,

in particular not so, considering the accuracies of the

three-Lorentzian fits and the magnitudes of the estimated

errors in the spectral densities (as transformed from the

estimated errors in the relaxation rates). In practice it

proved not to be possible to obtain unambiguous fits using

more than three Lorentzians.

As is observed in tables 5B and 6B the methylene and

methyl relaxations are characterized by similar correlation

times. The difference in the fits to the methylene and
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FIGURE 3

100

W/2rt(MHz>

Multi-Lorentzian and damped diffusion description of the CD?-PHA

relaxation at a' «1.043.

(•): Spectral densities of CDj-PMA (conc»0.227 mg equiv/g).

obtained from the observed longitudinal and transverse relaxation

rates at five frequencies ranging from 2.6 to 42 MHs (temp«28*C).

J'(&>) . 3/80(e
2qQ/n)

2.J(w).

Line (1) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the 2-Lorentzian description listed in table 4.

Line (2) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the 3-Lorentzian description listed in table 6.

Line (3) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the damped diffusion description listed in table 8.

methyl data apparantly does not so much lie in the

involvement of different correlation times, but in the

fraction of the quadrupolar interaction Which is averaged-

out by the motions corresponding to these correlation times

Comparing the coefficients resulting from the methyl fits

(table 5A) to those resulting from the methylene fits

(table 6A), a considerable shift to the faster motions is

observed. Thus the fit results indicate that the averaging-
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FIGURE 4

Multi-Lorentzian description of CD-^-PHA relaxation atar'»l.O35.

(•): Spectral densities of CD^-PMA (conc-0.227 mg equiv/g),

obtained from the observed longitudinal and transverse relaxation

rates at five frequencies ranging from 2.6 to 42 MHz (temp-28'C).

J ' M - 3/8O(e
2qQ/n)

2.J(w).

Line (1) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the 2-Lorentzian description listed in table 3.

Line (2) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the 3-Lorentzian description listed in table 5.

out by the internal motion of the methyl group is important

for its overall relaxation, Whereas the correlation times

characterizing this motion are of the same order of

magnitude as the faster components of the backbone motion

(characterized by T 2 obtained in the CD2~PMA fits). The

correlation time of the internal methyl motion is estimated

to be in the order of 0.5 nsec, which suggests a very slow

internal motional behaviour of the PMA methyl group in

comparison to values found for the methyl groups attached

to the polymer backbone in other systems, values which
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TABLE 5

3-Lorentzian Description of CO3-PMA Relaxation.

A.

' a'
1

1 0.000

| 0.044

I 0.144

| 0.202

| 0.299 |

I 0.394 |

1 1.035

»0
| t

4

5

4

1 . 4

0 . 7

0 . 1 I

1 . 3

«1
I »

16

23

34

21

29

31 1
37

| »

1 22

44

68

31

85
•

_

• 2
1 %

80

72

62

78

70

69 |

62

<7(a2)
1 %

I S

15

37

9

36

-
_

(dj),vl

0.60 I

0.76 I

0.59 |

0.32 I

0.37 |

0.59 I

0.49 I

B.

' a'

1 0.000

I 0.044

| 0.144

| 0.202

| 0.299

| 0.394

I 1.035

1 T0

[ ns

88

88

1 75

78

97

158

61

i<rtT0)

| t

I 31

25

26

52 |

69
*

-

1 T l
1 ns

I 5.5

4 . 2

3 . 0

4.1 |

2 . 4

2.1 |

2 . 2

| *

1 33

42

48

31 1

50
- |

T 2
1 ns

0.67

0.61

0.46

0.59

0.39

0.34

0.50

|ff(T2)
| *

1 9
23

1 70

15

73

-

l H J ) a v |

0.60 |

0.76 I

1 0.59 |

0.32 |

0.37 1

0.59 I

0.49 I

Weighted leaat-squares fits to the CD^-PMA 2H

relaxation data at five frequencies (2.6 to 42 2H MHz)

as a function of the degree of neutralization (a').

Equation (14) was applied.

*) trial and error fitting procedure was followed,

no error matrix was calculated.

i !

range from 0.001 to 0.1 nsec [12-15]. Considering the

samples as a function of the degree of neutralization {a'),

in particular the slower motional components (a0, T 0

and a- appear to cause the observed differences in

relaxational behaviour. Indeed, one would expect the

motional components which probably correspond with the less

local dynamical behaviour of the polymer, to reflect the

conformational changes occurring with varying a' . In this

respect it is noted that, in a qualitative way, the multi-

Lorentzian analysis yields the same picture of the PMA

methyl group motion as the analysis in terms of the
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TABLE 6

3-Lorentzian Description of CE^-PMA Relaxation.

A.

1 a'

I 0.000*

I 0.052

I 0.154

1 0.213

I 0.296

I 0.411

1 1.043

t «o
| t

| 29

27

1 11
2

1 6
4

16

I %

47

45

55

42

51

61

46

|a(ax)

| t

••

54

11

10 -
36

43 |

18

«2
«

24

28

34

56

43

35 |

38

0(a2)|(AJ}av|

t

44

31

10

49

81

37

0.05 |

0.21 |

0.40 |

0.44 J

0.59 I

0.63 |

0.11 |

B.

' a'
i

1 0.000*

I 0.052

I 0.154

I 0.213

| 0.296

I 0.411

1 1.043

T0
ns

53

37

1 51

134

38

27

31

1 %

, _••

84

67

242

45

55

62

' Tl
[ ns

7.8

7.9

6.2

8.7
3.7

2.9

5.7

\airx)
| t

82

1 36

22

38

42

60

*2
ns

0.40

0.53

0.49

0.80

0.44

0.11 |

0.56

CT(T2)

1 t

—

66

64

11

105

789 |

65

c4J>avJ

0.05 |

0.21 |

0.40 |

0.44 I

0.59 |

0.63 |

0.11 I

Weighted least-squares fits to the CDj-PMA *H

relaxation data at five frequencies (2.6 to 42 2H MHz)

as a function of the degree of neutralization (a').

Equation (14) was applied.

*) relaxation data at 2.6 MHz were not available.

••) trial and error fitting procedure vas followed,

no error matrix was calculated.

anisotropic diffusion model.

Apart from direct observations such as the number and

magnitude of the time scales involved in the relaxation

behaviour, a multi-Lorentzian description is not very well

suited for physical interpretation. An approach which

provides better options in this respect, and still may be

considered essentially model-independent, is the model-free

approach as suggested by Lipari and Szabo [5J. Starting

point is the assumption that the overall and the internal

motions are independent. The Lipari approach then
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TABLE 7

Model-free Description of CDj-PMA Relaxation.

A. 2-Lorentzian description of backbone dynamica.

J a'

1 0.000
1 0.044
| 0.144
I 0.202
I 0.299
I 0.394
1 1.035

i s 2

1 0.18
| 0.25
| 0.31

0.24
0.23
0.17 |
0.13 |

| t

1 2
2

1 2
3

3

5 |
4 |

1 ns

1 0.85
1.00
1.09
1.21 |
1.04
1.09 |
1.33 |

a(Te)

I 3

4

5

5

5

6 1
4 |

1.97 |
2.76 |
2.76 f
1.71 |
1.90 |
1.23 |
1.40 |

B. 3-Lorentzian description of backbone dynamics.

1 a'

i ~~—~—
I 0.000
I 0.044
I 0.144
I 0.202
I 0.299
| 0.394
I 1.035

S 2

0.21
0.28
0.33
0.27
0.24
0.15
0.13 1

|CT(S2)

t

2

2

* 2
3

4

7

4

' Te
ns

1.07
1.12
1.15
1.26
1.08
1.36
1.47

|CT(Te)

| t

3

1 4
5

5

6

6

4

ltAJ).vl

1.09 |
2.01 |
1.62 |
0.78 I
0.97 |
0.88 |
0.90 |

Weighted least-squares fits to the CD3-PHA H

relaxation data at five frequencies (2.6 to 42 2H MHz)

as a function of the degree of neutralization (a1).

Equation (21) was applied.

concentrates on the description of the internal motion,

which is assumed to be fully characterized by an effective

correlation time and an order parameter. The order

parameter in fact stands for the fraction of the

interaction which is not averaged-out by the internal

motion. In principle it provides the option for a limited a

priori testing (although only in a negative way) of the

feasibility of a particular physical model. A suitable

model should at least be able to reproduce the specific

value of the order parameter as fitted.

In the present paper the Lipari approach is applied to
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FIGURE 5

(sec'1)

W ^ (MHz)

Model-free descript ion of CD-»-PMA relaxation at a ' - 0 . 0 0 0 .

( • ) : Spectral dens i t i e s of CD3-PMA {conc»0.227 mg equiv /g ) ,

obtained from the observed longitudinal and transverse relaxat ion

rates at f ive frequencies ranging from 2.6 to 42 MHz (temp»28*C).

Line (1) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the model-free description (2-Lorentzian description of back-

bone dynamics) listed in table 7 A.

Line (2) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the model free description (3-Lorentzian description of back-

bone dynamica) listed in table 7 B.

The dotted line is calculated using the simultaneous (CDj- and

CD-j-PMA) fit result of the rotation diffusion model discussed

in reference [4].

the methyl relaxation data using the results of the raulti-

Lorentzian analyses of the CD2-tv.A relaxation behaviour

as characterization of the overall motion (i.e., the motion

of the polymeric backbone). Although the CD2-PMA

relaxation is better described by three Lorentzians, it is

felt that also the two-Lorentzian analysis gives a

description which is close enough to justify its use in
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FIGURE 6

8.

(sec"1)

s-1

e.

eo 60 80 100

Model-free description of CD-,-PMA relaxation at q'»1.03S.

(«): Spectral densities of CDj-PMA (concO.227 mg equiv/g),

obtained from the observed longitudinal and transverse relaxation

rates at five frequencies ranging from 2.6 to 42 MHz (terap«28*C).

J'(w) - 3/8O(e
2qQ/n)

2.J(0L>).

Line (1) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the model-free description (2-Lorentzian description of back-

bone dynamics) listed in table 7 A.

Line (2) has been calculated using the appropriate fit result

of the model free description (3-Lorentzian description of back-

bone dynamics) listed in table 7 B.

The dotted line is calculated using the (CD3-PMA only) fit

result of the rotation diffusion model discussed in reference [4j.

characterizing the overall motion in the Lipari model-free

approach. Use of the raulti-Lorentzian description for the

overall motion leads to an expression for the reduced

spectral density as given in equation (21).

Substituting the parameters for the overall motion as

listed in tables 4 and 6, model-free fit results are

obtained as presented in tables 7A and 7B, respectively.
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Note that analogous to the procedure described by Lipari,

only the parameters characterizing the internal motion,

were freely adjustable. For the CD^-PMA samples at a'=0.0

and a'-1.0 model-free fit results are graphically

illustrated in figures 5 and 6 respectively.

Clearly, the model-free analysis using the two-

Lorentzian description of the overall motion does not lead

to a very satisfactory description of the methyl relaxation

behaviour, yielding high average normalized deviations

ranging form 1.2 to 2.8. Rather surprizingly it is found

that, although the model-free analysis using the three-

Lorentzian description, yields much closer, though for some

samples still not very good fits to the methyl relaxation,

the fit parameters in both cases are very similar.

Apparently, the parameters which characterize the internal

motion, are rather insensitive to the details of the multi-

Lorentzian description of the overall motion. The time

scale of the internal motion (as characterized by the

effective correlation time Te) is of the same order as

that of the faster backbone (overall) motions. Te's

ranging from 1 to 1.5 nsec confirm the comparatively slow

internal dynamical behaviour of the methyl group as also

found in the multi-Lorentzian and the anisotropic rotation- f
i

diffusion analyses. The a' dependence is only moderate

which would point at the internal methyl motion being

rather insensitive to non-local geometry.

The interesting parameter of the model-free analysis is
o

of course the order parameter, S , as it provides a

measure of the spatial restriction of the internal motion.

Values are fitted ranging from about 0.1 to 0.35. It is

noted that, as the internal motion (re) is close to the

extreme narrowing limit at all experimental frequencies,

the reliability of these values is expected to be fairly

good. For this aspect reference is made to the numerical

investigation by Lipari and Szabo C3J. Also the standard

deviations calculated on the basis of the weighed least-

squares fits are very small (2-3 %) showing that the

parameter values are well-determined with respect to the
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fit data.

The simplest and most widely used model for the motion

of the methyl group is to assume that the C-^H vector

diffuses freely or jumps among three equivalent sites about

a symmetry axis E16J. Using the tetrahedric geometry this

model yields a theoretical order parameter S2=0.111. Over

the whole a' range the fitted values of S2 are

considerably larger suggesting a more severe spatial

restriction of the internal motion. It proves quite

problematic to account for the observed S s within the

framework of the simple "Woessner" model referred to

hereabove. Since the angle between the C-H vector and the

internal rotation axis is the only geometric variable

involved, a logical assumption would be a deviation of this

angle from the theoretical tetrahedric angle of 109.5°.

Unfortunately, to get S values as observed physically

unacceptably large deviations from tetrahedric geometry

must be introduced, whereas for S values above 0.25

physical solutions are not found at all. In this respect it

is noted, that the Woessner-like anisotropic rotation-

diffusion model referred to in the introduction, is able to

cope with the internal motion of the methyl group without

the necessity of any deviation from tetrahedric geometry, (

thus yielding the theoretical S value of only 0.111.

Accordingly, with regard to the discriminating power of the

S parameter, i.e., its power to selact between models

which are, and which are not able to reproduce the proper

value of S , one should not draw too severe conclusions

as to the nonapplicability of a particular physical model

which does not yield the S value fit in the model-free

analysis. It is further noted, that the high S 2 values

for the backbone attached methyl group relaxation are not

specific for the present PMA samples. Model-free analyses

by Lipari and Szabo [3] of the experimental data on two

poly(n-alkyl methacrylates) by Levi et al [173 also yielded

surprizingly high S2 values of about 0.24 for the

internal methyl motions.

The OC' dependence of S is roughly coincidental with
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the by now well established conformational transition of

PMA [18,193. For the lower (a')'s which correspond to the

more densely coiled conformation of PMA, the spatial

restriction of the internal motion is more severe than for

the higher {a')'s which correspond to the more extended

conformation. The spatial restriction is highest at #'=0.15

which is in the middle of the conformational transition.

The physical nature of the "additional" spatial

restriction of the methyl group remaining unclear, and the

significance of the S parameter being doubtful, the

model seems of limited value in the analysis of the PMA

relaxation data.

Up to this point the discussion has focussed on analyses

in terms of empirical models. As the primary purpose of

this exercise was to investigate whether or not the

anisotropic rotation diffusion model for the methylene and

methyl PMA relaxation could be justified in view of less

complex models, the experimental data were also fitted to

the physically simple damped diffusion model recently {

proposed by Skolnick and Yaris [6,73. This model describes

the orientational diffusion of a polymer backbone bond (and

of course a bond in rigid configuration with respect to the

backbone) by way of one-dimensional diffusion along the {

polymer backbone. The model leads to an expression for the

spectral density function as given in equation (21), which

is only dependent on two fittable parameters, a damping

constant j3 to account for the long wavelength damping of

the configurational probability, and a parameter S, which

is related to a short wavelength cut-off by S=DCJC
2,

where D is the one-dimensional diffusion constant. It is

noted that the damped diffusion model is derived under

assumption of the "strong collision" limit, accordingly

yielding a correlation function which is independent of the

rank of the lattice tensor operators. Such assumption seems

rather questionable in view of the more gradual nature of

macromolecular motions in liquid systems.

Since the damped diffusion model is applicable to

backbone motions, only the methylene relaxation data could
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TABLE 8

Damped Diffusion Description of CD2-PHA Relaxation.

1 (X

\ 0.000*

I 0.052

1 0.154

1 0.213

I 0.296

f 0.411

I 1.043

| /J(rad/«)

| xlO"6

1.4

1 2.7

6.6

I 10.4

200

350

7.8

t

27

28

23

18

150 I

500

25 I

I <S(rad/s)

xlO"8

10.0

9.9

9.3

8.9

0.2 |

0.06

9.3

1 alS)
t

26

27

22

19

4000

90000

24 |

C4J) a v|

1.32 I

1.93 1

2.84 I

3.47 |

3.29 I

4.80 |

3.04 I

Weighted least-squares fits to the CD2-PHA
 2H

relaxation data at five frequencies (2.6 to 42 2H MHz}

as a function of the degree of neutralization (a').

Equation (24) was applied.

*} relaxation data at 2.6 MHz were not available.

be fitted to equation (24). Fit results are presented in

table 8. Rather disappointingly, over the whole a' range

the model yielded very bad fits, and for some samples even

no unambiguous fits at all [a' =0.3 and 0.4). The typical

behaviour of the damped diffusion spectral density function

is illustrated in figure 3 for the sample at et'=1.0. The

function proves utterly inconsistent with the present

relaxation data. Apparently no simultaneous parametrical

adjustment is possible to the frequency dependence and the

magnitude of the spectral density at zero frequency {with

fixed quadrupolar interaction). These findings are in

striking contrast to the good fits found by Skolnick and

Yaris [6,20], when they tested their damped diffusion model

to poly(vinylacetate) relaxation times measured by Heatley

and Cox [21]. However, since the test data involved three

relaxation times only two of which were independent [22]

(which must be compared with seven spectral densities in

the present fits), the significance thereof as model probe,

is doubtful.

In a more recent paper [20] Skolnick and Yaris have

extended the damped diffusion model to include chain-chain
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TABLE 9

Rotation Diffusion Description of CD3- and CD2-PMA

Relaxation.

a'

0.000

0.052/
'0.044

0.154/
'0.144

°-213/0.202

0.296/ •
'0.299 1

0.411/ ,
'0.394 •

1.043/ j

. ^ , a v , tfR)avl>,

. CD3

| 0.61

1
0.90

0.60

0.45

0.66 |

0.78 |

0.79 |

I «3*>

I 0.66

1.02

0.98

0.68

1.06 j

1.04 |

1.15 |

, CD23) ,

I 0.26 |

O.SS |

0.42 |

0.B6 |

0.66 |

0.60 |

0.39 |

Reduced relative errors in weighted least-aquares fits

to the CD3-PMA and the CD2-PMA
 2H relaxation data at

five frequencies (2.6 to 42 2H MHz) as a function of the

degree of neutralization (a').

Equations (7) and (10) were applied.

1) due to the particulars of the rotation diffusion model

no (Aj)av's could be calculated, and in stead analogously

defined (AR)av's were calculated (i.e., the average

normalized deviation with respect to the relaxation rates).

2) fitted in combination with C02-data.

3) fitted in combination with CD3-data.

interactions, which approach leads to a complex form of the

damping constant fi. The final expression for the spectral

density in the "complex" damped diffusion model is simply

the spectral density expression of the "real" damped

diffusion model, except that the frequency is shifted by

the complex part of the damping constant. In the present

exercise no fits were attempted using the three parameter

complex damped diffusion expression. Even if one leaves

aside the difficulty as how to deal with the spectral

density at zero frequency, which in the "complex" model is

shifted to a spectral density at negative frequency, it is
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dojbted whether the frequency-shifted spectral-density

expression will achieve any real improvement in fitting to

the present data, since the basic function remains

unchanged.

For a full discussion of the anisotropic rotation

diffusion model and the fit results obtained therewith,

reference is made to the previous paper [4]. In table 9

only (Aj)av values have been listed, the first two

columns relating to fits of the PMA methyl relaxation data

(using equations (7) to (9)), the last column to fits of

the methylene data (using equations (10) to (12)). As

explained in reference £4], the methylene relaxation in the

anisotropic rotation-diffusion model involves separate

relaxation rates for each of the deuterons. In the fit

procedure these rates were combined to a single rate using

the experimental conditions of the actual relaxation

measurement. An analogous procedure is not possible for the

spectral densities. Accordingly, instead of the (Aj)av

values, (ZiR)av values are given which are defined J

relative to the relaxation rates in an analogous way as

(Zlj)av to the spectral densities. In general 0 R ) a v

values have been found to be very similar to the

corresponding (4j)av values. In the analysis in terms of f

the rotation diffusion model the emphasis has been put on

simultaneous fitting of the methyl and methylene relaxation

data. The accuracies of these fits are given in columns 2

and 3. As illustration also (Aj)av values from separate

fitting of the methyl data only are listed in column 1. In

figures 5 and 6 the dotted lines correspond to rotation

diffusion fits to methyl samples at Ct'=0.0 and a'=1.0

respectively.

Coming now to a final comparison of the various models

investigated, it appears that as to goodness of fit the

simultaneous rotation diffusion fits to the methylene data

give results which are very similar to the three-Lorentzian

fits. For the methyl data the simultaneous rotation

diffusion fits are somewhat less good than the three-

Lorentzian fits, but better than the corresponding model-
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free results (using the three-Lorentzian description of the

overall motion). In order to properly assess the fitting

power of a particular model the goodness of fit should be

considered in relation with the number of

picture arises. Giving marginally better fit accuracies,

the three-Lorentzian analysis involves by far the largest

number of parameters, i.e., 10 (taking the methyl and

methylene fits together). Even if one assumes that the methyl

and the methylene data could be fitted with the same set of

correlation times without damaging too much the goodness of

fit, the simultaneous three-Lorentzian fits still would

involve 7 independent parameters. Such figure must be

compared with 7 for the (three-Lorentzian) model-free

analysis and 6 for the simultaneous rotation diffusion

analysis.

It is therefore concluded that, taking into account both

the goodness of fit and the number of independent parameters,

the rotation diffusion description shows the best overall

ability to cope simultaneously with the present methyl and

methylene relaxation data. Although, of course, it is clear

that the rotation diffusion description has the additional

advantage of easy physical interpretability of the fit

parameters, it is interesting to note that in spite of the

different nature of the instantly considered models a number

of very similar physical observations could be made, in

particular relating to the internal motion characterizing the

methyl relaxation.
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relaxation expressions and internuclear distances as

given in reference [213, T ^ is accidentally dependent

of T^x and TXJJ« *
n a good approximation this

dependence is given by: TAX~
1=0.276[Txx~

1-2.312TAA~
1]
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SUMMARY

In this thesis a number of aspects have been

investigated in aqueous solutions of poly{methacrylic

acid).

A first part of the investigation was aimed at the

possibility of anisotropy in the reorientation of the

solvent. To this purpose a theoretical study was performed

directed to the detectability of anisotropy in the water

motion by way of a comparative study of NMR relaxation

measurements to more than one type of nucleus of the water

molecule. It appeared that for not too large anisotropies

only minor deviations from isotropic behaviour can be

detected. Corresponding therewith, it could be shown that,

in order to obtain any insight in the reorientational

behaviour of water, in many cases an investigation is

necessary whereby relaxation times are measured of all

three nuclei of water suitable for this purpose { H,

^D, * 0). The solvent-relaxation measurements to

concentrated PMA/water and per-D-PMA/water systems were

analysed in terms of a number of anisotropic models as well

as by way of an isotropic description. It was found that

even at high polymer concentration (experiments were

performed to concentrations of up to about 2 mg equiv/g) an

anisotropic description only yields a marginal improvement

to an isotropic description. From the same measurements it

became clear that, if at all present, cross relaxation

between water and polymer protons is negligibly small.

In a second aspect of the investigation reported in this

thesis, the frequency-dependent relaxation of ^Na-

counterions in the PMA/water system has been studied. From

the relaxation times in the frequency range from 8 to 64

MHz spectral densities could be calculated in the frequency

range from 0 to 128 MHz without assumption about the shape
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of the spectral-density function. These results indicated

that the usual approach to the Na-relaxation in polymer

systems lead to an incorrect description.

In a last aspect the deuteron polymer relaxation in

CD5- and CD3-PMA/water systems was investigated. A

simultaneous description using an anisotropic rotation-

diffusion model proved to be adequate. A large

correspondence was found with the results of a previous

study on the proton relaxation of the PMA methyl group. It

could therefore be concluded that the anisotropic rotation-

diffusion model as used gives a consistent description of

the relaxational behaviour of PMA in aqueous solution. From

the calculated diffusion coefficients it was possible to

estimate the hydrodynamic dimensions which cor-espond to

such diffusion behaviour. The dimensions accordingly found

clearly indicate that the rotation-diffusion behaviour of

PMA corresponds to motions of only limited parts of the

single polymer chain. Finally, it was investigated whether

a description in terms of the above anisotropic rotation- j j

diffusion model was justified in comparison with a number

of empirical models and a simple physical model. It was

found that, even apart from the advantage of direct

physical interpretability, the anisotropic rotation- f

diffusion model is preferable as regards the number of

parameters needed to reproduce the experimental data.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift zijn een aantal aspecten van

anisotrope reorientatie onderzocht in waterige oplossingen

van polymethacrylzuur.

Een eerste deel van het onderzoek richtte zich op de

mogelijkheid van anisotropie in de reorientatie van het

oplosmiddel. Daartoe werd een theoretische studie verricht

naar de detecteerbaarheid van anisotropie in de

waterbeweging bij vergelijking van NMR-relaxatiemetingen

aan meer dan één soort kern van het watermolecuul. Het

bleek, dat bij niet al te grote anisotropie slechts geringe

deviaties van isotroop gedrag waar te nemen zijn. Hiermee

samenhangend werd aangetoond dat om enige opheldering te

verkrijgen omtrent het reorientatie gedrag van water, in

vele gevallen een onderzoek noodzakelijk is, waarbij de

relaxatietijden gemeten worden van alle drie de hiertoe

geschikte kernen van water (1H, 2D, 1 7 0 ) . De water- .

relaxatiemetingen aan geconcentreerde PMA/water en per-D-

PMA/water systemen werden geanalyseerd in termen van een

aantal anisotrope modellen, als ook met behulp van een

isotrope beschrijving. Er werd gevonden, dat zelfs voor

hoge polymeer concentraties (gemeten werd tot ongeveer 2 mg

equiv/g) een anistrope beschrijving slechts een geringe

verbetering te zien geeft ten opzichte van een isotrope

beschrijving. Uit dezelfde metingen werd duidelijk dat, zo

überhaupt aanwezig, kruisrelaxatie tussen de water- en de

polymeerprotonen verwaarloosbaar klein is.

In een tweede facet van het in dit proefschrift

beschreven onderzoek is de frequentie-afhankelijke

relaxatie vaa ^Na-tegenionen in het PMA/water systeem

bestudeerd. Uit de relaxatietijden in het frequentiegebied

tussen 8 en 64 MHz konden spectrale dichtheden in het

frequentiegebied van 0 to 128 MHz bepaald worden zonder
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aanname over de vorm van de spectrale dichtheidsfunctie.

Deze resultaten leidden tot de conclusie, dat de

gebruikelijke benadering van de Na-relaxatie in

polymeersystemen een incorrecte beschrijving oplevert.

Tenslotte werd de deuteron-polymeerrelaxatie in CD2-

en CDg-PMA/water systemen onderzocht. Een simultane

beschrijving met behulp van een anisotroop rotatie-

diffusiemodel bleek goed mogelijk te zijn. Grote

overeenstemming werd gevonden met de resultaten van eerder

werk aan de protonrelaxatie van de PMA-methylgroep, zodat

vastgesteld werd, dat het hier gebruikte anisotrope

rotatie-diffusiemodel een consistente beschrijving geeft

van het relaxatiegedrag van PMA in waterige oplossing.

Gebruikmakend van de aldus berekende diffusiecoefficienten

was het mogelijk een schatting te maken van de

hydrodynamische afmetingen, welke met een dergelijk

diffusiegedrag corresponderen. De gevonden afmetingen geven

duidelijk aan, dat het rotatie-diffusiegedrag van PMA

overeenkomt met bewegingen van slechts beperkte stukken van } j

de enkele keten van het polymeer. Als laatste werd j

onderzocht of de beschrijving met behulp van het anisotrope

rotatie-diffusiemodel te rechtvaardigen is in vergelijking

met een aantal empirische modellen en een eenvoudig fysisch j

model. Gevonden werd dat, nog afgezien van het voordeel van

een directe fysische interpreteerbaarheid, het anisotrope /

rotatie-diffusiemodel de voorkeur verdient wat betreft het

aantal parameters, dat noodzakelijk is om de experimentele

gegevens te reproduceren.
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